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Few concepts have exerted a greater influence on Chinese public discourse and social reality in the 
20th century than the concept of “revolution” (geming 䶟ળ). Traditionally linked to the forceful 
overthrow of a despotic ruling house through a virtuous successor, the word geming in the late Qing 
dynasty came to emerge as a novel concept of envisioning fundamental political and social change 
based on notions of popular sovereignty and liberty. Starting in the early 1920s, political parties tried 
to monopolize the concept for their particular visions of future development and persecuted their real 
or imagined adversaries as “counterrevolutionaries.” Even after the victory of the Chinese Communist 
Party in 1949, the concept retained supreme importance as different views regarding China’s devel-
opment path emerged within the party, ultimately culminating in the Great Proletarian Cultural 
Revolution. After Mao’s death in 1976, the concept of “revolution” was gradually complemented and 
ultimately replaced with the evolutionary concepts of “reform” (gaige ᭯䶟) and “development” 
(fazhan ਇኋ) in official terminology, while within counter-discourses the concept was revived to 
criticize increasing social inequality. 

The following article covers the earliest stages of this long-term process of diachronic conceptual 
change. It raises the question of how the modern concept of “revolution,” signifying both the forceful 
overthrow of an existing order and long-term structural changes within all spheres of state and society,1 
was introduced, adapted, and reconfigured in Chinese discourses during the last years of the Qing 
dynasty. After a brief theoretical discussion regarding the mechanisms of semantic change, the article 
analyzes how Japanese and Western conceptual innovations unsettled the classical notions of dynastic 
change. The analysis is divided into two parts: In the first section, covering the years up to 1902, the 
article shows how historical examples provided the blueprint for discussions about the desirability of 
revolution in China as opposed to gradual political reforms. In 1903, the concept of “revolution” 
became charged with emphatic claims of historical necessity. “Revolution” came to signify competing 
visions of future change, which included a wide variety of choices, ranging from narrow political con-
ceptions such as the overthrow of Manchu rule to broader definitions addressing questions of social 
inequalities. The rise of the concept of “revolution” considerably undermined belief in the monarchy 
as an immutable order and led to an envisioning of state and society as shapeable entities. The article 
makes no claim for completeness, but rather aims to highlight the interrelation of semantic and socie-
tal changes during this crucial period of conceptual innovation.2 

 

__________________________ 

1  Koselleck et al. 1984, 654. 
2  The usage of the concept of “revolution” as a meta-narrative within the scientific community to characterize Chinese 

developments since the mid-19th century is not part of this endeavor.  
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Semantic Change 

The question of how diachronic semantic change takes place is one of the main points of contention 
between conceptual history (Begriffsgeschichte) and Foucaultian discourse analysis. The former commonly 
posits a referential nexus between a certain concept and extra-discursive reality. Semantic change there-
fore has been explained as the consequence of four possible constellations: first, the relation between term 
and referent remains stable over time, resulting in semantic continuity; second, extra-discursive condi-
tions change, necessitating a redefinition of the term in question; third, the meaning of a certain term 
changes but the extra-discursive conditions remain unaltered, demanding the use of alternative terms to 
fill the void; and, finally, the meanings of a certain term and the described referent both change, resulting 
in a decoupling that is only rediscovered later by the historian.3 Semantic or conceptual change is accord-
ingly perceived as both “indicator” and “factor”4 of societal changes, yet the mechanisms of interaction 
between both spheres remained vague at best. Discourse analysis, on the other hand, has developed a 
complex theory of how discourses are regulated and structured.5 Yet, its practitioners have remained 
much more hesitant, not to say averse, to including non-discursive contexts as factors of explanation. The 
meaning of a certain concept therefore is not derived from external referents but stabilized through chains 
of semantic references within language only. These chains of references, however, can always be reconfig-
ured, since meaning is only temporarily stabilized, owing to the constant “sliding”6 of the signified below 
the semantic fixation of a certain term.  

Defining the interrelation between semantic concepts and societal changes has remained a con-
troversial issue. Niklas Luhmann has pointed out the necessity of correlating semantic change with 
processes of societal differentiation.7 Certain concepts accordingly gain discursive prominence and 
societal acceptance only if the exemplified meaning can be successfully linked with and actualized 
through pragmatic language usage. The relation between semantics and social structure does not 
necessarily evoke a mirror image between a society and its communicative or symbolic practices; se-
mantics rather may advance by probing yet uncharted possibilities or lag behind by continuing to 
employ anachronistic concepts, until the political efforts “to stabilize traditional concepts within a 
changed political environment” become too great.8 Ultimately, Luhmann describes an endless evolu-
tionary process of correlating semantic change with increasingly complex societal differentiation. 
While he does not explicate the question of how the correlation between semantic and societal chang-
es takes place in detail, the aspect of focusing on pragmatic language use – the capacity to link certain 
terms with common or group-specific experiences and thus to communicate successfully within a 
particular discursive and societal environment – appears to be a way of bridging the chasm between 
the realms of language and society, without either being content with merely tracing a self-generating 
discourse or by reviving idealist fallacies.  

 

__________________________ 

3  Schultz 1979, 65–67.  
4  Koselleck 1972, XIV. 
5  Cf. Sarasin 2003, 10–60. 
6  The catchphrase of the “incessant sliding of the signified under the signifier” can be traced back to Lacan 1977, 154.  
7  Luhmann 1993a, 15. Among the few works that include Luhmann’s approach are Lessenich 2003, 12–14 and Schrader 

2011, 12.  
8  Luhmann 1993b, 8. 
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In the following, semantic change will be analyzed by employing a tripartite scheme proposed by 
Willibald Steinmetz. It posits three complementary trends or mechanisms that are helpful in refining our 
understanding of how semantic change takes place. The first trend might be explained as semantic “irrita-
tion”9 which occurs when words and concepts are imported from other language environments. In the 
Chinese case, the example of Meiji-era Japan has played a prominent role in explaining how new concepts 
were devised and shaped through foreign language imports. Japanese kanji, as “return graphic loan-
words,”10 eased the adaptation of new meanings within the Chinese language environment and thereby 
unhinged pre-established semantic boundaries. The concept of “revolution” is a case in point. However, 
semantic change may not be simply reduced to an adoption of preexisting Japanese or Western terms and 
correlated concepts, which were then imposed on a static society by a handful of foreign-educated theo-
rists and revolutionaries. In the process of translation and especially through later semantic reconfigura-
tions, these concepts were adapted in various old and new chains of references to express experiences or 
expectations within Chinese society, resulting in highly diverse conceptualizations of change.  

The flourishing of the concept of “revolution” and the attempts at linking it, alongside the sim-
ultaneously emerging notions of popular sovereignty, natural rights, nationalism, society, and others, 
with contemporaneous experiences may be seen as an example of the second trend: the gain in “strate-
gic practical value” (strategischer Gebrauchswert)11 of certain terms and concepts within a specific 
discursive environment. The question is not whether a certain term matched extra-discursive reality, 
but whether it provided the possibility of bundling experiences and expectations successfully, whatever 
the measure of success might be in a particular situation.12 It thus seems imperative to pay attention to 
the reshaping of semantic fixations throughout a constant process of communicative interaction. 
Indeed, the history of the concept of “revolution” in China may be described as an ongoing contest 
aimed at defining the extent and speed of desired changes. While individual actors played an im-
portant role in aggregating disparate social experiences into new concepts,13 they were ultimately 
unable to determine the societal acceptance of their redefinitions.14  

The third trend presents a negative mirror image of the above and may be explained as the loss of 
semantic plausibility.15 Unexpected political experiences or long-term social changes may result in “dis-
cursive breaks”16 or the failure to successfully communicate certain experiences with established termi-
nology. The fate of the traditional concept of the “Heavenly Mandate” (tianming ཟળ) as a pillar of 
dynastic legitimacy in the late Qing period may serve as an example. Due to the impact of new concepts of 

 

__________________________ 

09 Steinmetz 2008, 191. 
10  Liu 1995, 302. For a variety of stimulating essays, cf. Lackner, Amelung and Kurtz 2001. 
11  Steinmetz 2008, 189. 
12  Ibid., 189. 
13  Luhmann (1993a, 19–20) refers to the generation of concepts as “gepflegte Semantik”: “Begriffsgeschichtliche For-

schungen befassen sich ausschließlich mit gepflegter Semantik. Man wird das Recht zu einer solchen Auswahl nicht be-
streiten, wohl aber stets mitdenken müssen, daß sie von der Basis des Sinnprozessierens schon um zwei Stufen abgeho-
ben ist; daß sie sich mit der Verarbeitung der Formen der Verarbeitung von aktuellem Sinn befaßt.” 

14  Cf. the introduction of this volume, in which Kai Vogelsang uses the metaphor of the “invisible hand of society” to 
characterize this correlation. 

15  Steinmetz 2008, 188. 
16  Sarasin 2003, 60. 
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constitutional monarchy and popular sovereignty, recourse to the “Heavenly Mandate” in order to legit-
imate dynastic rule failed to adequately capture the changing expectations and experiences.  

Without political constraints, such concepts vanished over time and were replaced by others. 
Yet, the role of the ruling elites and their interference in the constant process of semantic change needs 
to be accounted for as well. While the Qing tried to suppress the new concept of “revolution,” even by 
banning the term from world-history text books,17 it was ultimately unable to suppress the expression 
of dissent. The totalizing communist party-state could later, at least temporarily, inhibit semantic 
change in the public sphere and fix conceptual meanings through censorship and exegetical bonding.18 
The Qing court was in a much weaker position. The existence of leased territories and foreign conces-
sions provided varying degrees of safety for radical opponents, who continued to voice alternative 
conceptualizations of social and political change publicly. The novel concept, however, did not imme-
diately replace classical notions associated with the term geming, since the old chains of references 
continued to shape new layers of meaning, as will be shown below.19 

 
Conceptual Germination 

Traditional Discourse and the Japanese Impact 

The phrase geming, later used to denote the concept of “revolution,” carries a long and checkered seman-
tic heritage in Chinese history. Geming appears only sporadically in the Confucian classics and in Chinese 
historiography but nevertheless achieved prominent political and scholarly attention because it addressed 
the question of legitimate rule. The semantic overlap between classical and modern renderings of the 
phrase in addressing notions of change and leadership transition is apparent, which merits a brief history 
of the word geming. In late 19th-century discourses many scholars indeed referred to conventional usages 
of the term. The earliest and most often cited reference derives from the Zhou dynasty Book of Changes 
(Yijing ᱉㏉) and discusses the dethronement of the last kings of the Xia and Shang dynasties:  

Through the changes of heaven and earth the four seasons are completed. The kings  Tang and Wu 
changed the mandate of the Xia and Shang dynasties  in accordance with the will of Heaven and in 
response to the wishes of men. Times of change are great indeed!20 

Geming here signifies a verb-object compound, commonly translated as “changing the mandate,” and 
legitimates the overthrow of despotic rulers with reference to two different sources: cosmology and popu-

 

__________________________ 

17  In July 1908, the Qing Ministry of Education demanded that all references to the French Revolution in a popular course 
book on world history, published by the private Shanghai Zuoxinshe ᯦֒⽴ publishing house, should delete the term 
“revolution” and, depending on the context, replace it with notions of “chaos” (luan Ҹ) or “rebellion” (zaofan 䙖ਃ), cf. 
Wang 2012, 16–19. I would like to thank the author for providing me with a copy of the unpublished manuscript.  

18  Cf. Apter and Saich 1994, 263–293.  
19  Even in the early 1960s, the traditional semantics of geming were still employed in various attempts of “local emperors” 

to establish their respective dynasties in China’s countryside. An internal report of the Hebei Propaganda Department 
(Hebei shengwei xuanchuanbu 1963) mentions the attempted founding of seven new dynasties between 1960–1962 in 
Hebei province alone. 

20  ཟ൦䶟㙂ᱸᡆθ⒥↜䶟ળθ丼҄ཟ㙂҄Ӱθ䶟ҁᱸ㗟ཝ⸙૿έCf. Schilling 2009, 161. “Indem Himmel und 
Erde sich wenden, vollenden sich die vier Jahreszeiten. Indem die Herrscher Tang und Wu den Befehl wendeten, folg-
ten sie dem Himmel und entsprachen den Menschen. Die Zeit der Wende ist wahrhaft groß!” 
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lar sentiment. It further bears a strong analogy to patterns of change in the world of natural phenomena, 
similar to the Latin revolutio,21 and evokes a naturalized conception of cyclic dynastic change. Within the 
Confucian historiographical tradition, the phrase coalesced into a fairly coherent concept (Tang Wu 
geming ⒥↜䶟ળ), which linked the overthrow of a previous dynastic ruling house, the accompanying 
change of the ruling family name, and the establishment of new political institutions with the notion of 
geming.22 Yet, the inherent changeability of dynastic rule presented a dilemma. It rendered political autoc-
racy vulnerable to claims of new leadership, witnessed through popular uprisings or portents of change. 
Within official historiography, the phrase geming therefore was by and large restricted to the description 
of historical events, or it was retrospectively invoked by founding emperors, who claimed that the success-
ful establishment of their rule surpassed all previous instances of dynastic change.23  

There were other concepts regarding the transfer of dynastic legitimacy or even the possibility of 
a justified regicide. The mythical emperor Yao was praised for his peaceful abdication (shanrang 䇉) 
in favor of emperor Shun. The Mengzi, on the other hand, emphasized the importance of popular 
sentiment and the personal qualities of the ruler for retaining the “Heavenly Mandate.” If the ruler was 
unable or unwilling to fulfill his proper functions and thus harmed the people, he was not to be per-
ceived as a ruler but as a thief, who was to be treated as such. Although there is no mentioning of the 
phrase geming in the Mengzi, commentaries and discussions clearly linked the questions of legitimate 
rule and rightful resistance.24  

During the eighth century, the phrase “Tang Wu geming” was first exported to Japan as part of the 
translation of the Mengzi and several of its commentaries. The phrase geming, rendered as kakumei, had 
no immediate equivalent in Japanese and it underwent prominent changes since dynastic continuity 
rather than circular changes presented the pillar of the Japanese imperial system. By the end of the Toku-
gawa period (1603–1868) at the latest, the inherently destabilizing dimension of the phrase was expur-
gated in scholarly writings. The founders of the Shang and Zhou dynasties were instead decried as mur-
derers in thus reenforcing the overarching concept of dynastic continuity.25 Kakumei was linked instead 
with efforts of strengthening imperial rule through comprehensive reforms from above. The Meiji Resto-
ration of 1868 can be seen as the epitome of this semantic shift, which found expression in various seman-
tic references linking the Meiji emperor’s reform measures with kakumei.26  

The meaning ascribed to kakumei was further complicated by the translation of works on Euro-
pean history and politics into Japanese, a major component of the emperor’s efforts at modernization. 
The case of the French Revolution was especially perplexing, since the linkage of the concept of “revo-
lution” with notions of popular sovereignty and the overthrow of the ancien régime ran counter to the 
rhetoric of imperial reforms from above. Japanese textbooks reserved the phrase kakumei for the 
abstract historical designation of the period and characterized the specific events of the French Revo-

 

__________________________ 

21  Koselleck et al. 1984, 669–671. 
22  Late Qing scholars most often referred to Kong Yingda’s ᆊや䚊 (574–648) Yijing commentary to explain the passage: 

䀾⧁㘻ᢵθ᭯↙᱉ᵃθⲼᴿ䇀䶟θ㙂⦞㠿⒥Ƚ↜㘻θ㬁㡒Ƚ䇉θ⥬ᡌഖᗠχ⒥Ƚ↜ᒨᠾθᾫެᩃⴀθ᭻

䇀⭐㘻θԛ᱄Ӱ䶟ҕθCf. Li Xueqin 2001, 238. 
23  Zhang Tingyu 1984, 20. 
24  Cf. Ommerborn et al. 2011, 209–213. 
25  Chen Jianhua 2000, 9. 
26  Chen Jianhua 1999, 360. 
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lution with pejorative phrases such as “chaos” or “rebellion.”27 Japanese adaptations of the former 
Chinese phrase geming therefore were by no means uniform and reflected varying degrees of semantic 
irritation of Chinese pragmatic language usage.  

The semantic innovations within Japanese discourse were critical for the reconceptualization of 
geming in the late Qing dynasty (1644–1912). The returned loanword increasingly upset the previously 
established linguistic boundaries and resulted in new meanings for the classical notion of dynastic change. 
The first traces of these influences can be found in the works of Huang Zunxian 哹䚫៨ (1848–1905), 
who used the term geming to describe the reforms of the Meiji emperor in his Riben guozhi ᰛᵢുᘍ 
(History of Japan) in 1887.28 Shortly afterwards, journalist Wang Tao ⧁丒 (1828–1897) transcribed 
passages from Japanese books on world history in his Faguo zhilüe ⌋ുᘍ⮛ (General History of 
France).29 While he used geming to describe the French Revolution as an historical event preceding the 
Bourbon restoration, he stressed its brutality and common suffering. The storming of the Bastille and 
other major events were framed accordingly with the notion of chaos (zuoluan ֒Ҹ) along the lines of 
Japanese practice.30 The widely read book even led later radical thinkers such as Zhang Binglin ㄖ⛩哕 
(1868–1936) to exclaim in 1897 that “revolution should be avoided by way of political reform gezheng 
䶟↙ .”31 By the mid-1890s, the phrase geming appeared sporadically in Chinese discourse with refer-
ences to either the Meiji Restoration or the French Revolution, yet classical allusions to dynastic change 
were not eliminated and most references still invoked the example of emperors Tang and Wu. 

Revolution and Rebellion 

In the wake of the Qing Empire’s defeat in the Sino-Japanese War, a general sense of crisis predomi-
nated, especially among China’s cultural elites. Yan Fu’s ೪ᗟ (1854–1921) translation of Herbert 
Spencer’s (1820–1903) works on social Darwinism, published in Chinese in 1896, had a distinct 
impact on discussions centering on how to avoid the fate of national dismemberment and foreign 
colonization. Although the perception of inevitable political change was widely shared, “revolution” 
ranked low on the agenda. While classical conventions still dominated the usage of geming, English 
and Japanese semantic influences can clearly be discerned by the emergence of novel phrases such as 
“revolutionary party” (gemingdang 䶟ળ唞). The semantic field associated with the term geming in the 
beginning was therefore closely correlated with classical denominations of local upheavals such as 
“rebellion” (zaofan 䙖ਃ), “chaos,” (luan Ҹ) or “uprising” (qiyi 䎭㗟). Leaders of local uprising were 
officially labeled with the pejorative phrase “rebels” (panni 䘼 or simply ni 䘼), and while self-

 

__________________________ 

27  Ibid., 361. 
28  Cf. Jin Guantao and Liu Qingfeng 2008, 370. 
29  It remains uncertain, whether the book’s first draft, dating to 1871, ever appeared in print. The considerably expanded 

edition of 1890 (Chongding Faguo zhilüe䠃ᇐ⌋ുᘍ⮛) exerted much greater influence, cf. Cohen 1974, 121. 
30  Cf. Chen 2000, 30–36. Wang’s description of the French Revolution, however, was not a simple translation from 

Japanese textbooks, cf. Cohen 1974, 125–128. In line with Confucian tradition, he emphasized the moral qualities of 
the ruler rather than constitutional checks and balances to prevent misrule. The populace appears (127) as passive and 
reactive: “ W hen the people rebelled, it was not because they were rebellious by nature but because the monarch’s be-
havior had driven them to rebel.” 

31  Zhang Binglin 1897, 6b. 
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descriptions as “revolutionaries” are said to have taken place after 1895,32 textual evidence may only be 
found after the Boxer Rebellion of 1900–1901.  

The first calls to overthrow the existing order and replace it with constitutional rule developed 
within transnational conspirative networks at the empire’s margins after 1895. Sun Yat-sen ᆏ䙮ԏ 
(1866–1925) emerged as China’s first “professional” revolutionary, having gained an international 
reputation through his abduction by Qing agents in the Chinese embassy in London in 1896.33 Sun 
had been among the leaders of the failed Guangzhou uprising in 1895, although at this point he had 
neither made a name for himself as an original thinker, nor had he used the term geming to character-
ize his aims. The closest approximation to a political program of the Guangzhou conspirators had 
been published in Hong Kong’s China Mail in March 1895. Through the influence of Sun’s early 
patron Ho Kai க (1859–1914), it depicted the emergence of a Chinese “reform party,”34 which 
aimed to overthrow the Manchus and engage in “constitutional upheaval”:  

It is the intention of the revolutionists, who belong to no secret society and are banded together for 
the sole purpose of reforming the government …  to affect a coup d’état by peaceful means if possible. 
What they desire …  although it seems impossible to realize any such feeling amongst a body of Chi-
namen, is a constitutional upheaval, to rid their country of the iniquitous system of misrule which has 
shut out China from Western influence, Western trade, and Western civilization.35 

The article draws no clear line of division between the notions of “reform” and “revolution.” The aim 
of overthrowing the present structure and of replacing it with constitutional rule qualified to call the 
conspirators “revolutionists.” Yet, at the same time, connotations of chaos and violent upheaval were 
moderated by dissociating the “reform party” from previous Chinese rebels such as the Taiping 
movement. The article obviously catered to its respective audience, British merchants and citizens who 
needed to be convinced of the advantages of remaining neutral in case of a political coup.  

It is not possible to say how far these semantic choices mirrored Sun’s own depiction of the 
events, since no other programmatic documents survive from this period.36 Sun’s close associate Chen 
Shaobai 䲩ቇⲳ (1869–1934) claims in his posthumously published memoirs that the change from 
former concepts of “rebellion” to a modern understanding of revolution took place through a dra-
matic instance of semantic irritation. According to Chen, the conspirators were unaware of Japanese 
or Western meanings of “revolution” at the time of the Guangzhou uprising. They only adopted the 
concept after their flight to Kobe in mid-November 1895, when Japanese newspapers used the phrase 
kakumei to describe the arrival of Sun Yat-sen and his followers: 

When we arrived in Kobe, we bought a newspaper to take a look. Although we did not know Japanese 
at the time, we recognized several Chinese characters and guessed the basic meaning. At a glance, the 
characters “Sun Yixian of the Chinese Revolutionary Party” impressively stood out before our eyes. 
Previously, we had thought that only if one intended to become the emperor could this be called “rev-

 

__________________________ 

32  Cf. the references of Chen Shaobai and Feng Ziyou below. 
33  The veracity of Sun’s dramatic description has repeatedly been questioned, cf. Wong 1986, 115–168. 
34  Chinese renderings of the English characterization “reform party” at the time were commonly given as gexin dang 䶟᯦唞. 
35  China Mail, 12 March 1895, quoted in Schiffrin 1968a, 73. 
36  Unlike the article’s depiction, the Guangzhou uprising strongly relied on secret society links and it is well known that 

Sun held Taiping leader Hong Xiuquan ⍠⿶(1864–1814) ޞ in highest esteem, cf. Wong 1986, 296–297. 
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olution” and that our movement could only be described as a revolt and nothing more. After seeing 
this newspaper, the three characters “gemingdang” revolutionary party  were imprinted in our 
minds.37 

Feng Ziyou 俤㠠⭧ (1882–1958) describes a similar process of adapting the phrase from the Japanese. 
Prior to 1895, Feng claims that the later revolutionaries had either used the terms “rebellion,” “upris-
ing,” or “restoration” (guangfu ݿགྷ) of Han rule after a period of foreign domination to characterize 
their aims of overthrowing the Manchu dynasty. After arriving in Kobe, Sun and his companions saw 
a newspaper report entitled “The Leader of the Chinese Revolutionary Party Sun Yixian has arrived in 
Japan,”38 at which point Sun told Chen Shaobai: 

The two characters geming originate from the Book of Changes’ passage “Tang and Wu changed the man-
date in accordance with the will of Heaven, and in response to the wishes of men.” The Japanese call our 
party a “revolutionary party.” The meaning [of this term] is perfectly suitable. It is fitting that our party in 
the future should be addressed as a “revolutionary party.” The Japanese initially translated the English 
“revolution” as geming. However, if one looks at the original meaning of the Yijing passage “Tang and Wu 
changed the mandate,” it specifically addresses political reforms. Therefore, it says [in the zhengyi com-
mentary of Kong Yingda]: “ They  changed the ruler’s mandate.”39 It is further said that if a change of 
dynastic  names occurs, this is called geming. After the translated term had been established, all types of 

great political and social changes were called geming. Our people now use the term  accordingly.40 

The above accounts reveal the difficulties in relying on later remembrances for tracing semantic change. 
The observation that prior to 1895 there was no mention of the concept of “revolution” tallies well with 
the historical record. The dramatized episode of Sun’s adoption of the concept, however, as Chin To-
kushin and Yasui Sankichi have shown, is flawed.41 There are no contemporary newspaper reports in 
Kobe that describe the Chinese conspirators as revolutionaries. While the first Japanese translations of 
Marxist texts had employed the word kakumei by 1893 at the latest to designate both revolutionary 
socialist parties (kakumeiteki shakait!䶟ળⲺ⽴Րސ) and the coming communist revolution (ky!san-
teki kakumei ާӝⲺ䶟ળ),42 the term in Japanese official discourse was again mostly used to refer to 
reforms from above. It therefore comes as no surprise that the only references to Sun in Kobe newspapers 
call the Guangzhou uprising a failed revolt and characterize Sun as a “bandit leader.”43  

 

__________________________ 

37  Chen Shaobai 1935, 34: ࡦҼ⾔ᡬθቧ䋭Գᰛּⵁⵁθᡇه䛙 ,ᱸ 䴌❬у䃃䆎ᰛᮽθⵁҼᒴفѣുᆍθҕ⮛⸛ọ
Ᾰθᡶԛжⵁθቧⵁ㿁ɇѣു䶟ળ唞ᆡ䙮ԏɈㅿᆍ⁙θ䎡❬䓃൞Ⱦᡇهᗔ Ⲻᗹ⨼θԛ⛰㾷ڐⲽᑓᢃਡ
ɇ䶟ળ,Ɉᡇ [sic!] Ⲻ㺂ऋਠ㇍䙖ਃ㙂ᐨȾ㠠ᗔ㿁Ҽ䙏ᕫ㍏ԛᗂθቧᴿɇ䶟ળ唞ɈпᆍⲺᖧ܅দ൞㞜ѣҼȾThe 
wording of the original article is slightly different than the better-known 1956 Taibei reprint edition. 

38  Feng Ziyou (1936, 29) gives the title as “Zhina gemingdang shouling Sun Yixian di Ri” ᭥䛙䶟ળސ俌亼ᆏ䙮ԏᣫᰛ.  
39  Li Xueqin 2001, 238.  
40  Feng Ziyou 1936, 29: 䶟ળӂᆍ࠰᯲᱉㏉, ⒥↜䶟ળ丼҄ཟ㙂҄Ӱж䃔θᰛӰでੴ唞⛰䶟ળ唞θᝅ㗟⭐ ,֩ ੴ唞

ԛᗂで䶟ળ唞ਥҕȾᰛӰࡓ䆥㤧ᮽ Revolution⛰䶟ળ, ռ᧼䈮᱉ᡶ䄸⒥↜䶟ળҁᵢ㗟, ሾ᭵⋱䇀䶟㙂䀶, 
᭻ᴦ䶟ެ⧁ળ, ৾ᴦ⧁㘻᱉ဉᴦ䶟ળȾ㠠䆥ᰘᇐ, ӄᱥީӄ᭵⋱р⽴ᴹрҁཝ䇀䶟, ૮䙐でᴦ䶟ળȾԀുӰ䙸Ӝ
⋵⭞ҁȾThe subsection of Feng’s discussion is entitled “Geming er zi zhi youlai” 䶟ળӂᆍҁ⭧ּ, 29. 

41  Chin Tokushin and Yasui Sankichi 1985, 34. 
42  Cf. Lippert 1979, 142. 
43  Chin and Yasui 1985, 34. The K!be y"shin nipp! ⾔ᡬ᯦৾ᰛ (Kobe Daily News) on 10 November 1895 published 

the account under the title “Guangdong baotu jukui zhi jingli ji jihua” ᔙᶧᳪᗈᐞ具ҁ㏉䀾ࢹ. 
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As Chen Jianhua has documented, the first public reference in Japanese media to Sun as the 
leader of a “revolutionary party” was a newspaper reprint of the Japanese edition of “Kidnapped in 
London,”44 Sun’s account of being captured by agents of the Qing embassy in London, published in 
English in 1897. The Japanese translation was serialized as “Account of the Capture of the Qing 
Nation’s Revolutionary Party Leader Sun Yixian” (ള䶟ળސ乎㻌ᆡ䙮ԏᒳഐ䥨) in May 1898 in 
the Ky"sh" Nippo (ғᐔᰛ). It is conceivable that Chen Shaobai and Feng Ziyou referred to this 
title in their reminiscences and confused the exact circumstances given the forty-year lapse of time.  

The propagation of Sun as a challenger to the Qing court was mainly confined to Sun’s overseas 
Chinese supporters and the small but increasing number of Chinese students in Japan. By May 1897, 
“Kidnapped in London” had already been on sale in Shanghai and Chen Shaobai facilitated the trans-
lation of the volume into Japanese by Miyazaki T!ten ᇤፄ┊ཟ (1871–1922) in 1898. Japanese 
parties followed their own agenda in contributing to the heroic image of Sun Yat-sen. Pan-Asianist 
circles had been looking for ways of effectively influencing Chinese politics after the Japanese victory 
of 1895. Especially "kuma Shigenobu ཝ䲾䠃ؗ (1838–1922), Japan’s Foreign Minister by 1896, 
claimed that China would soon be liberated from its present deadlock and that “once a hero should 
arise, patriotism would well up, and China would resume her place among the powers.”45 To prepare 
for the possibility of revolutionary changes in China, the Japanese Foreign Office funded undercover 
investigative missions to connect with possible future leaders, among them Sun Yat-sen.46 His contact 
was none other than Miyazaki T!ten, who was quickly swayed by Sun’s personal charisma and would 
become one of the most effective propagandists of his cause in Japan. While official Japanese discourse 
discouraged revolutionary change in China, leading politicians already referred to Sun as the leader of a 
“revolutionary party”47 in private communication by mid-1897.  

Around the same time, the phrase “revolutionary party” (gemingdang 䶟ળ唞) as a general de-
nomination first appeared in Chinese discourse, derived as part of a translation from a Japanese news 
item in the Shiwubao ᱸए. The article discussed the role of political parties within a constitutional 
monarchy and drew a clear division between “regular” political parties (zhengdang ᭵唞) and “revolu-
tionary parties,” which aimed at “overthrowing the government.”48 The new phrase did not catch on 
immediately. When Sun Yat-sen was first mentioned by name five months later in May 1897 in a 
Chinese newspaper, the Shanghai-based Shenbao ⭩, the depiction was framed in the traditional 
rhetoric of local bandits and rebels.49 The article discussed Guangdong’s role as a hotbed of revolts and 
mentioned numerous rebel leaders, most notably Taiping leader Hong Xiuquan ⍠⿶1814) ޞ-
1864). Sun was merely mentioned as one among other rebels:  

 

__________________________ 

44  Chen Jianhua 2009, 21. For the original, cf. Sun 1897. 
45  Jansen 1954, 53. 
46  Bergère 1998, 72–73. Cf. Jansen 1954, 64-68. 
47  The details of the initiative aimed at influencing Chinese developments through the cultivation of pro-Japanese factions 

and had been masterminded by liberal parliamentarian Inukai Ki⣢佀⇻ (1855–1932). In a personal letter dating back 
to June 1897, Inukai advised Miyazaki to familiarize himself with the aims and vocabulary of the “revolutionary party,” 
although the potential risk or later payoff remained unclear at the time, cf. Chen Jianhua 2009, 22. 

48  Shiwubao 13/01/1897, 23 (“Zhengdang lun” ᭵唞䄌): 䶔ᡇᡶ䄸᭵唞ҕ, 䶟ળ唞ᵢԛ云㾼᭵ᓒ⛰ᘍȾThe article was 
translated by Kozyo Satakichiਚค䋔ਿ (1866–1949), who was among the most prolific translators of Japanese articles 
in the late Qing and published over 600 translations in the Shiwubao.  

49  On the “domestication” of the foreign funded Shenbao, cf. Mittler 2007, 13–45 
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Last year, criminal rebel nifan 䘼⣥  Sun Wen, also named Sun Yixian, organized a clique ju dang  in 
Guangdong. They planned a large-scale rebellion and privately purchased arms and ammunition to 
take the city Guangzhou  by surprise at a certain time. […]. Just as the border officials wished to take 
him by force, criminal Sun had already escaped through foreign networks. Although he was caught in 
our trap, owing to the incompatibility of Chinese and Western laws, we and the foreigners became 
embroiled in a dispute. His crime thus ultimately remained unpunished.50  

Despite the international background of China’s leading newspaper, established with foreign funding 
in 1872, it took a fairly conservative stand on Chinese politics until about 1905. While it measured 
political actions against the law and not against the “Heavenly Mandate,” the article employed the 
official rhetoric of rebellion common to official court descriptions of local uprisings. By January 1898, 
the international impact of Sun’s account of his kidnapping in London was clearly mirrored in a much 
lengthier opinion piece published in the Shenbao. The article offered substantial background infor-
mation and now styled Sun and his revolutionary party as the gravest danger to the Qing court:  

It is my opinion that the potentially most harmful and most difficult to eradicate clique  is just the 
revolutionary party. I have heard that the revolutionary party is headed by the Guangdong criminal 
rebel Sun Wen. The style of rebel Sun is Yixian. In his youth, he acquired foreign languages and stud-
ied medicine in the United States. After finishing his studies, he returned and worked as a physician 
and pharmacist in various places in Hong Kong and Macao. Whenever he grew fond of something, he 
wrote it down and turned into a theory, spoke with lofty words and deceived the people. […]. His con-
spirational intentions have remained unaltered. Whenever he is abroad, he creates revolutionary doc-
trines and publishes misleading books. Using the pretext of teaching new laws, he brags loudly and los-
es all self-restraint. Currently, there is a large amount of people who trust and follow him, even among 
the gentry. They draw false conclusions from his words, compile them into long articles and regard 
them as doctrines. Having read a few of these makes people lose their composure and draw their 
swords in indignation.51 

Sice the article precedes the first Japanese reference to Sun as the leader of a revolutionary party, the 
linkage is likely a consequence of Sun’s English-language media profile. Although the article does not 
yet contain a coherent definition for how a revolutionary party differs in organization or outlook from 
previous rebel groups, the difference in the role attributed to Sun is starkly evident. He is no longer 
portrayed as one among many bandit leaders; instead, the fairly detailed account of his education, 
foreign connections, and oral skills clearly set him apart as a revolutionary leader from the usual de-
scription of ordinary peasant rebels. The specific appeal of his teachings, which are cast in the seman-
tics of a heretic religious cult, remains obscure, and there is no explanation for why segments of the 

 

__________________________ 

50  Shenbao 09/05/1897, 1 (“Lun Yuedong diao bing jiao fei shi” 䄌㋫ᶧ䃵ޫॠӁ): ৱ↨θ㋫ѣ䘼⣥ᆡᮽᆡ䙮ԏ㚐
唞ᡆ㗙䄶⛰ཝ䘼⿷䌲䔃⚡θ㌺ᵕ㾨คȾ[…]Ⱦ⮼↙Ⅸ೪⛰㐓ᦋ㙂ᆡ⣥ᐨ䘹㠩ཌ⍁ఙȾ䴌ޛᡇ㏨㖻㙂ԛѣ㾵
ᗁ⌋ҁуੂθ⍁Ӱ㠽ᡇ⡣. ㍸у㜳᱄↙ެ㖠Ⱦ 

51  Shenbao 29/01/1898, 1 (“Fang neihuan shuo” 䱨ޝᛙ䃠). ܋ԛ⛰ᴶ䏩⛰ᇩ㙂৾ᴶᵠ᱉䲚㘻θެ䶟ળҁ唞҄Ⱦ㚔
䶟ળ唞ҁ㋚ᶧ䘼⣥ᆡᮽ⛰俌Ⱦᆡ䘼ᆍ䙮ԏθᒪቇ䙐⍁ᮽθ㍖㘈䟡᯲㗄θᾣᡆ㙂ഔθᠮ༰俏⑥θ◩䮶䄮㲋Ⱦ

∅㪍ᴮ䃠θཝ䀶ⅰӰȾ[…]Ⱦެ䄶ҁᗹ㍸᯲у᭯Ⱦ∅൞⎭ཌࢫ⛰䶟ળҁ䃠θࡀᐹ࿌ᴮ, 㯿ਙ᯦᯲⌋ҁᇒ
ᑡθཝ䀶⚳⛄θԱ⣸θжᱸؗᗔ㘻㹼θㄕᴿᩘ㍩༡五θ䱺ᴹެ䀶θ㍥⢎䙙ㇽθ㪍⛰䄌䃠θ䯧ҁᒴԚӰ儤

ⵜ㻸θᤊࣃ◶Ⱦ 
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social elite even followed, seemingly against their better judgment, what is described as irrational and 
emotionally evocative teachings.  

While Sun came to embody “revolution” and was increasingly referred to by others as the leader 
of a revolutionary party, there are no reliable documents written by Sun or his followers prior to 1903 
which would reveal a prominent usage of the concept to justify his activities.52 There can be little 
doubt that Sun himself was filled with a sense of historical mission, which the international echo of his 
kidnapping further amplified.53 Rather than through theoretical contributions, he had built constitu-
encies among overseas Chinese and, to a much lesser degree, among Qing-dynasty elites through his 
actions and image-building activities. The importance attached to traditional scholarship impeded the 
impact of the peasant-born Sun among traditionally educated scholars, for whom cultural capital in 
the form of patterns of speech and argumentation amounted to expressions of personal cultivation. 
Such habitual differences contributed to the quick fallout between Sun and the so-called “reformers” 
around Kang Youwei ᓭᴿ⛰ (1858–1927) and Liang Qichao ặக䎻 (1873–1929). The debates 
between both sides became increasingly hostile, sharpening the dichotomy between piecemeal incre-
mental reform and violent revolution – a phrase that during the following years was elevated from a 
non-defined and lingering threat of a violent overthrow of the present order to a near all-
encompassing concept of change. 

Revolution Versus Reform 

The period between 1898 and 1903 is perhaps best characterized as a time of conceptual germination. 
At this point, the necessity of conducting wide-ranging political changes had become a subject of open 
debate. The most widely used term denoting “reform” at the time was weixin (㏣᯦), which might be 
translated as “keeping newness” or, with reference to the Japanese case, as “restoration.” Other terms 
included bianzheng 䇀᭵ (“change of political institutions”), bianfa 䇀⌋ (“change of rules“), or gai-
liang ᭯㢥 (“reform”), which later emerged as the overarching concept that divided “revolutionaries” 
from “reformers.” During the Hundred Days’ Reform, a first attempt at transforming the traditional 
system was undertaken by the Guangxu emperorݿ㐈 (reg. 1875–1908) and his advisors. Kang 
Youwei, the intellectual leader of the Hundred Days’ Reform movement, had submitted several mem-
oranda to the court advising structural changes within the political system, based on the examples of 
foreign countries such as Russia, Japan, and France. For Kang, Japan was the example on which the 
Guangxu emperor should model his reform measures and archival evidence shows that he submitted a 
book entitled Riben Mingzhi bianzheng kao ᰛᵢ᱄⋱䇀᭵㘹 (A Study of the Meiji Reforms in Japan) 
to the emperor with an accompanying letter stating the existence of five further country studies, in-
cluding a study of political reform in France.54  

As has been documented by Kong Xiangji and others, the published versions of the reform me-
morials, which have provided the basis for most analyses of the events, vary in important aspects from 

 

__________________________ 

52  The references to “revolution” prior to 1903 included in Sun’s Collected Works derive from later published accounts, 
such as Miyazaki’s autobiography and it must remain doubtful whether the expressions were used contemporaneously, 
cf. Sun Yat-sen 2011, 172–174. 

53  Schiffrin 1968b, 450. 
54  Kong Xiangji 1998, 60. 
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those memorials traceable in the Qing archives. While the revised memorials, first published in 1911, 
prominently mention the term “revolution” when providing historical comparisons, the archival 
documents avoid the phrase. Kang alluded to the French Revolution in one of the memorials traceable 
in the archives to point out the dangers awaiting the Qing dynasty should they fail to implement 
reforms along the lines of the Meiji emperor. It is uncertain, however, whether he ever submitted the 
accompanying book to the throne. The erudite Kang Youwei was clearly aware of the strategic impli-
cations of his semantic choices. In a catalogue of Japanese titles compiled in 1897, he had already 
included two titles on the French Revolution and even a treatise on the necessity of “religious revolu-
tion” (zongjiao geming ᇍᮏ䶟ળ),55 which appears to be the earliest Chinese designation of structural 
changes with the word “revolution.”  

Kang most certainly chose to avoid using geming, with its allusions to dynastic changeability, for 
practical strategic reasons, making his arguments acceptable for the Guangxu emperor, whom he 
wished to take on a role comparable to the Meiji emperor or Peter the Great in 18th-century Russia.56 
While Kang later changed the titles of his memorials to include the concept of “revolution” as a refer-
ence to world historical trends, this act was not akin to advocating the forceful overthrow of the dynas-
tic order in China. Quite to the contrary, by studying the historical experiences of other countries, he 
came to perceive that revolution would not inevitably result in gaining the Chinese people popular 
sovereignty, liberty, and equality. In his opinion, a violent overthrow of the Qing would rather prolong 
the necessary process of modernizing the Chinese state, society, and customs.  

Even after having been forced to flee the country after the failed Hundred Days’ Reform, Kang 
Youwei continued to advocate incremental change and opposed the violent overthrow of the existing 
order.57 While the Japanese pan-Asianists also contacted Kang and recommended a closer cooperation 
with Sun Yat-sen, his “intransigent elitism”58 prevented cooperation with Sun, whom he had alienated 
with his self-righteousness on several earlier occasions.59 Kang reacted sharply as members of his newly 
founded Protect the Emperor Society (baohuanghui ؓⲽᴹ), especially the leading editors of the society’s 
organ Qingyi bao 䆦, Liang Qichao and Ou Jujia ↆ῎⭨ (1870–1911), started to cooperate closely 
with Sun in 1899 and flirted with the idea of political revolution. This brief period of cooperation is of 
more than passing interest, for this encounter of revolutionary activists and reform-minded theoreticians 
resulted in the first comprehensive conceptualization of “revolution” within Chinese discourse.  

On October 25, 1899, Ou Jujia published an important article, in which he characterized “revolu-
tion” as the underlying theme of political change over four thousand years of Chinese history. He con-
structed a genealogy, dating back to the Yellow Emperor and the cultural heroes of old, to trace the devel-
opment from barbarianism to kinship organization and the modern democratic state, and from serfdom to 
national independence and personal freedom. These trends should not be seen as foreign-induced or as 
fundamentally alien to the “yellow race.” Quite to the contrary, not only were the legendary emperors Yao 
and Shun praised as inventors of democracy by allowing for a voluntary leadership transition, but their 

 

__________________________ 

55  Kang Youwei quanji 3, 294. 
56  Cf. Chen Jianhua 2011, 99. 
57  Scalapino and Yu 1985, 53. 
58  Bergère 1998, 78. 
59  Cf. Schiffrin 1968a, 148. 
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successors had also overcome parochial kinship ties and thus developed the “seeds of the nation state” 
(guojia zhi mengya ുᇬҁ㩂㣳).60 These advances in “civilization” (wenming ᮽ᱄) through the earliest 
Chinese “revolutions” had been halted by the introduction of monarchic rule, which had poisoned the 
relations between the rulers and the ruled and turned the state into the purview of a single family.61  

Revolutions in the past millennia had accordingly been led by “fake revolutionaries” (jia gemingzhe 
 .䶟ળ㘻). They had done nothing to advance civilization but instead turned the populace into slavesٽ
The time for a “commoner’s revolution” (shumin geming ᓬ≇䶟ળ) had not been ripe yet, and the 
bloodshed accompanying each failed attempt had further disheartened the people. Now, however, that 
the tides of revolution were engulfing every continent, China’s fate would soon change as well and the 
Chinese would partake in the glory of liberty. Just as French revolutionaries like Robespierre (1758–
1794) defined revolution as a world-historical mission,62 Ou called for new heroes to destroy the prospect 
of living in a dark, prisonlike age. The article provides the concept with an aura of historical legitimation 
and, by way of comparison, with a procedural understanding of revolution. Change would come at a price 
though: “Through the study of history it may be said that if you want to change the destiny geming  of a 
thousand people, the blood of a hundred people will have to flow.”63 Revolutionary violence and suffering 
could not be avoided, since the old ruling elites would not give up their privileges easily, but, Ou claimed, 
“revolution is the only way to discard barbarism and approach civilization.”64  

Ou Jujia’s article is noteworthy for being the first to link the concept of “revolution” in genealog-
ical fashion with Chinese tradition and the equally novel concept of “nation.” No longer did revolu-
tion appear as either a dynastic change of names or imperial reforms but as a popular revolution from 
below, aimed at establishing democracy and liberty. Ou called upon his contemporaries to engage in 
revolution as a necessary precondition for bringing about the long-dormant traditions of democracy 
and the Chinese nation-state. He expounded a heroic concept of “national revolution” that was in-
termingled with racial pride but lacked anti-Manchu sentiments. His criticism focused on the pillars of 
the monarchical system, irrespective of the ethnic background of the ruling family. The reluctance to 
link the concept of revolution with older traditions of anti-Manchu prejudices probably contributed 
to the limited impact of the article on public discourse. Only four years later, many of his arguments 
were repeated, even verbatim, by others, who came to link national revolution with xenophobia.  

Based on Ou Jujia’s arguments, a continuation of the exchange and possibly even an alliance be-
tween the reformers and the revolutionaries around Sun Yat-sen would have seemed possible in the 
immediate wake of the failed reform movement. Ou personally met with Sun and remained in close 
contact throughout 1899, yet cooperation turned out to be impossible due to Kang Youwei’s continu-
ing belief in the constructive role of the Guangxu emperor as well as for personal reasons. Kang was 
not prepared to engage with others at an equal level, or for that matter to defer to another leader, 
particularly not to Sun Yat-sen, whom he considered an uncultured peasant. He thus rigidly opposed 

 

__________________________ 

60  Ou Jujia 1899, 94. 
61  Ibid., 95. 
62  “La moitié de la revolution du monde est dejà faite; l’autre moitié doit s’accomplier,” cf. Carrel 1840, 609. 
63  Ou Jujia 1899, 97. 
64  Ibid., 97: 䶟ળ㘻, ৱ䠄㹱㙂䘇ᮽ᱄ᗻ㏉ҁ䐥ҕȾLater revolutionary tracts would frequently employ these phrases. 
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future cooperation. Instead, Kang forced Liang Qichao to declare his loyalties65 and Ou was left out in 
the cold, being replaced as editor of the Qingyi bao by Mai Menghua 哛ᆕ㨥 (1875–1915).66  

This episode merits interest because it reveals, on the one hand, that non-linguistic factors had a 
strong impact on the alignment of those groups striving for political change. Exchange was further 
hampered by rhetorical conventions mirroring social status, which prevented future cooperation. To 
speak successfully not only depended on argumentative consistency, but also on the respective audi-
ence. By 1898, the number of Chinese foreign students in Japan, which constituted the journal’s 
readership, was still minuscule, amounting only to about 70. Even by 1902, there were only some 650 
students in Japan, while in the year after the termination of the imperial examination system in 1905 
numbers swelled to 13,000.67 The success of Ou’s argument therefore critically depended on social 
acceptance within the still fairly small intellectual circles engaging in public debates.  

By 1902, the division between the “reformers” and the “revolutionaries” further escalated for fi-
nancial reasons. Prior to 1898, Sun had few competitors for overseas Chinese funding of his attempts 
to overthrow the Qing. With Kang Youwei abroad and travelling widely, a rivalry for funds developed, 
which culminated in Kang’s public denunciation of the concept of “revolution.” In a 20,000 character-
long open letter to overseas Chinese sponsors of the Protect the Emperor Society, who had come to 
question his reform approach, Kang aimed at revealing the dark sides of revolution and at convincing 
his readers of the benefits of gradual change. Since the letter incited heated debates among Chinese 
intellectuals regarding the concept of “revolution,” his criticism shall be presented in some detail. Kang 
opposed viewpoints suggesting that China’s future necessitated a political revolution and the over-
throw of the Manchu dynasty. Relying on numerous historical examples, he denied the importance of 
revolution for the Chinese case. He perceived China’s belated modernization not to be rooted in the 
political system (after all, most European countries had retained their monarchies while ceding sover-
eignty to the populace) or in racial differences, but in the meddling of political schemers, who needed 
to be removed from power in order to reinstate the Guangxu emperor: 

If someone detests that a rat is dwelling in his room and as a consequence decides to burn the house, or 
if someone abhors that his son is taken hostage by a bandit and decides to kill his son, this has to be 
considered unwise. […]. Empress dowager Cixi and Ronglu are Manchus; the Emperor is a Manchu as 
well. When Tang and Wu changed the mandate, they punished the unprincipled Jie and Zhou but 
not the principled Xia Qi and Wu Ding. To slander a whole country because of the crimes of one or 
two people and to expel the ones who love us and care about us, can this after all be called a universal 
principle? Therefore, I would truly prefer not to hear calls aiming at revolution and expunging the 
Manchus.68 

 

__________________________ 

65  Schiffrin 1968a, 164. 
66  Sang Bing 2002, 63. 
67  Bernal 1976, 129. 
68  Kang Youwei quanji 6, 315: Ӱᴿ啖ҁフެᇚ㙂㠠❐ެኁθ䌀ҁ䌠ެᆆ㙂ќ⇰ެᆆθቐ⛰уᲰχ[…] 㾵, ῤ⾵

┵ӰҕθⲽрӜ┵ӰҕȾ⒥, ↜ҁ䶟 ળθѹ䂻❗䚉ҁṶȽ㌸㙩θ䶔䂻ᴿ䚉ҁཅகȽ↜зҕȾԛжӂӰҁ㖠㙂
жുθѹќެᝑᡇᡇҁӰќ䲚ҁθ↚䉾⛰ޢ⨼҄? ᭻܋ሜуⅨ㚔䶟ળ┵ҁ䀶ȾIn his letter “Da nanbei Mei-
zhou zhu Huashang lun Zhongguo zhi ke xing lixiani bu ke xing geming shu” ㆊ्㗄⍨䄮㨥䄌ѣുਠਥ㺂៨у
ਥ㺂䶟ળᴮ), Kang also pointed out the absurdity of being branded as the leader of a “rebel party“ (nidang 䘼唞) or 
“bandit gang“ (feihui ॠᴹ) upon having formed a group to protect the Chinese emperor, Ibid., 331  
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Citing the classical geming concept, Kang absolved the emperor of any blame, reaffirmed his sacred 
status, and called for restoring (fubi ᗟ䗕) Guangxu to power. He furthermore decried the revolution-
aries’ growing anti-Manchuism as “pointless” and as an “inexplicable oddity,”69 since Manchus and 
Han had long since amalgamated and formed a joint family. Kang heavily relied on historical compari-
sons to bolster his arguments. He admonished the advocates of revolution to closely study China’s 
specific situation before applying foreign-derived concepts of tumultuous upheaval. Referring to the 
example of the French Revolution, Kang pointed out the differences in terms of social and geograph-
ical preconditions: 

With regard to territory and populace, France does not even equal a tenth of China. However, as soon 
as the revolution got under way, eighty years of chaos ensued. During the first upheaval, 1,290,000 
people were killed in Paris. In comparison to France  China has ten times as much territory and peo-
ple; ten thousand times more than Paris. Furthermore, there is no uniform language; mountains and 
rivers separate the country. With a territory spread over twenty provinces, over two hundred prefec-
tures, and a multitude of 3000 counties, it will be impossible to unite it. Should great chaos occur in 
China , then, if one takes the French example as a measure, it would take several hundred years to 
reestablish order, or at least more than one hundred years.70 

A revolution would be easy to start but nearly impossible to control, like fire igniting grasslands.71 The 
consequences for the populace would be common suffering and declining living standards, and, most 
importantly, the foreign powers would not watch idly but use the turmoil for their own respective 
purposes.72 In the end, Chinese warlords would be the profiteers of the ensuing chaos, and possibly 
even a Chinese Napoleon would emerge. Therefore, Kang charged, if the revolutionaries were really 
interested in achieving tangible results, such as gaining “civil rights” (minquan ≇⅀), “liberty” (ziyou 
㠠⭧), or “publicly elected, democratic office holders” (gongju minzhu guanli ޢ㠿≇ѱᇎ), these 
goals could be more efficiently achieved through non-violent means: 

Civil rights and liberty have to be separated from revolution. Among the over ten European countries, 
all have civil rights, all can provide liberty, but with the exception of the French Revolution, all other 
[countries] have a monarch. That being the case, if one aspires to obtain civil rights and freedom, why 
do these have to rely on a revolution? If the revolution is not accomplished and the country is reduced 
to mud and ashes, civil rights and liberty will not be obtained. Therefore, if one really has a heart set for 
saving the country and sincerely loves the people, then it is sufficient to talk about civil rights and free-
dom, but one does not have to talk about revolution.73 

 

__________________________ 

69  Ibid., 326. 
70  Ibid., 317: ⌋ുҁ൦㠽≇θуᗍѣുॷ࠼ҁжθ㙂䶟ળжٗθҸޡॷᒪȾㅢж⅗Ҹθᐪ唄ค↱㘻Ⲵᔵғ㩢Ⱦѣു

ॷެك൦θॷެك≇θ㩢ك᯲ᐪ唄θ㙂৾䃔䀶у䙐θኧᐓ䳊㎋θԛӂॷ低ⴷҁཝθӂⲴ低ᓒҁཐθпॹ低㑙ҁ

θᗻу㜳ਾж⸙Ⱦ㤛ᴿཝҸθԛ⌋Ҹҁׁ᧞ҁθᗻሽᮮⲴᒪ㙂㼽ᇐθੜӜ举䚄Ⲵᒪ㙂ᗂᇐȾ 
71  Ibid., 317: 㜳Ⲳҁ㘻θ䃦㜳᭬ҁϋ㤛⚡ҁжⲲᰘ⠄ӄθуਥ⓻Ⱦ 
72  Kang chose the well-known Zhanguo ce story about the deadlock between the snipe and the clam to describe the 

situation, ibid., p. 317: 吮㳂ᤷθ┷Ӱᗍθᗻݾ⛰ཌӰᴿ⸙θ㤛দᓜᱥҕȾ 
73  Ibid., 318: ཡ≇⅀㠠⭧ҁ㠽䶟ળθ࠼⛰ӂ㘻ҕȾↆ⍨ॷ֏ുθⲼᴿ≇⅀θⲼ㜳㠠⭧㘻θ䲚⌋ു䶟ળཌθ֏Ⲽᴿੑ

ѱȾ❬ᗻⅨҾ≇⅀㠠⭧θᗻᇐ࠰᯲䶟ળ҄? 䶟ળᵠᡆθ㙂ുཝຍ⛣θ≇⅀㠠⭧ъуਥᗍҕȾᱥ᭻ⵕᴿᮇു
ҁᗹȽᝑ≇ҁ䃖θռ䀶≇⅀㠠⭧ਥ⸙θуᗻ䃽䶟ળҕȾ 
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In Kang’s view, the advocates of revolution thus needed to seriously consider whether they were will-
ing to unravel societal stability and to sacrifice up to two-thirds of the populace for attaining a future 
utopia.74 Kang Youwei restated his arguments in abridged form in an article published on September 
16, 1902 in the journal Xinmin congbao ᯦≇ਘ, which was edited by Kang’s former disciple Liang 
Qichao in the exile of Yokohama. Kang cautioned against the consequences of political revolution and 
the danger of splitting China into several small countries. He even referred back to Confucius and 
Mencius to argue that what geming was all about was doing away with tyrants, not simply killing the 
ruler.75 Instead of encouraging hatred of other races, Han and Manchu should stand together and 
oppose the Western power’s encroachment upon Chinese territory under the spirited guidance of the 
emperor.76  

Kang’s open letter, reprinted soon after as a booklet, engendered impassioned debates among 
Chinese scholars on the necessity of revolution, which turned out to be instrumental in reformulating 
the narrow concept of violent upheaval. Two trends become discernible: first, the spectrum of the 
concept was widened to include a vision of actively reshaping the fundaments of state and society; and, 
second, “revolution” came to acquire a clearly nationalist and anti-Manchu connotation. The merging 
of both trends in 1903 signified the elevation of the concept of “revolution” as a key component of 
Chinese debates on the subject of desirable future development. 

 
Competing Visions  

Revolution as Transformation 

Among those who consciously tried to define and shape the discourse on “revolution” in the late Qing 
era, Liang Qichao played a special role. He emerged as the most influential Chinese publicist in the 
immediate wake of the Hundred Days’ Reform. Despite his brief flirtation with radical political 
change after his flight to Japan, the concept of “revolution” did not feature prominently in his writings 
prior to 1902.77 He defended the importance of revolution in a letter to Kang Youwei in April 1900, 
notwithstanding its destructive character, by rousing the passion of liberty among the slavishly minded 
Chinese.78 The overarching concept of political change for him clearly remained “reform” (weixin), as 
is revealed in a short survey article on the different factions aiming at political changes in China. In the 
accompanying diagrams, the revolutionaries were sketched as the most radical reformers, as a separate 
group hoping for the destruction of the current political system.79  

 

__________________________ 

74  Ibid., 325: ᭻уᵑެᡆθռⅨެཝऋཝ䇀ԛ䆜䟈ҁθ⭎⛰ཝ⚡θ⭎⛰⛮㰛θ⭎⛰ཝ⯡θም⇰п࠼ᴿӂҁӰθԛᵑ
ሽּҁཝ‸Ⱦ 

75  Kang Youwei 1902, 61.  
76  Ibid., 66. 
77  A frequently cited example for Liang’s earliest usage of the concept of “revolution,” is his 1899 call for a “poetic revolution” 

(shijie geming 䂟⮂䶟ળ), which remained episodic, cf. Chen Jianhua 2000, 40–44. 
78  Tang Xiaobing 1996, 106. 
79  Liang Qichao 1999, vol. 2, 367–368. 
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With his growing interest in the role of the state and nationalism from a global perspective,80 
Liang became increasingly interested in European national revolutions and compared the historical 
examples with the Chinese situation. He published three heroic portrayals of revolutionary leaders in 
Hungary, Italy, and France, in which he displayed ambivalence regarding the priorities of societal 
stability and national liberation. While he glorified Mazzini’s attempt at rejuvenating Italy through 
mass mobilization and ideological education, a growing skepticism becomes discernible in his portrayal 
of Madame Roland. The dire fate of the heroine is depicted in stark terms and revolution is described 
as a monster, as an uncontrollable torrent, a “deluge”81 devouring its participants. 

In his essay “Defining ge” (shi ge 䠁䶟) from December 1902, which might be viewed as an im-
mediate response to Kang Youwei’s letter, Liang Qichao presented the most elaborate attempt so far at 
clarifying the conceptual implications of translating Western and Japanese concepts of “revolution” 
into Chinese. Liang set out by explaining that the character ge combined both the English meanings of 
“reform” and “revolution,” and therefore did not lend itself to easy translation: 

 “Reform” means to change something for the better by adding or subtracting from what originally ex-
isted, as in case of the 1832 “revolution” of the English parliament. The Japanese translate this as 
“gaige” kaikaku ᭯䶟  or “gexin” kakushin 䶟᯦ . The meaning of “revolution” is similar to a funda-
mental turnover. It aims at overthrowing something by starting  at its very roots in order to create a 
new world, as in case of the French 1789 “revolution.” The Japanese translate this as “geming” ka-
kumei 䶟ળ . The two characters “geming” are no suitable translation of the two English terms .82  

Liang continued by referring back to the traditional Chinese geming phrase and noted the inapplica-
bility of likening changes in the ruling family’s name with a true revolution. He defined “reform” as a 
gradual process of partial changes, while the abrupt overthrow of the whole system should be defined 
as “revolution” or rather as “transformation” (biange 䇀䶟):  

Natural selection and transformation, why should they only have their place in politics? Under popu-
lar governance there is no affair or physical entity which is not subject to both.83 If one translates the 
term in Japanese fashion, then in religion there is a religious revolution, within morality a moral revo-
lution, in academia an academic revolution, in literature a literary revolution, within customs and hab-
its a revolution of customs and habits, in production a production revolution. Accordingly, among the 
common vocabulary of China’s students of new learning today, there is already a so-called classics 
revolution, a historiographical revolution, a literary revolution, a poetry revolution, a tune revolution, 
a prose revolution, a musical revolution, a character revolution, and all kinds of other terms. They do 
not have the slightest connection to the imperial court and still there is no other way then to call them 
revolutions. If one hears the two characters geming and is taken aback, this is because one does not 

 

__________________________ 

80  Cf. Tang Xiaobing 1996, chapter three. 
81  Quoted in Tang Xiaobing 1996, 110.  
82  Liang Qichao 1902, 1: Reform㘻θഖެᡶരᴿ㙂ᩃⴀҁԛ䚭ӄθྸ㤧ുുᴹжॹޡⲴпॷӂᒪҁ Revolution

ᱥҕȾᰛᵢӰ䆥ҁᴦ᭯䶟θᴦ䶟᯦ȾRevolution 㘻, 㤛䕿䕠❬θᗔṯḘ㲋ᦶ㘱ҁθ㙂࡛䙖ж᯦ь⮂θྸ⌋ുжॹ
йⲴޡॷғᒪҁRevolutionᱥҕθᰛᵢӰ䆥ҁᴦ䶟ળȾ�“䶟ળ�”ӂᆍθ䶔⺤䆥ҕȾ. 

83  This passage closely mirrors Liang’s defense of reforms dating back to 1896, cf. the translation in Teng and Fairbank 
1954, 154. 
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know that its real meaning is transformation and nothing else. Revolution may be feared, but does 
transformation also have to be feared? Alas, this is simply owed to not thinking and nothing else!84 

For Liang, the meaning of revolution was not confined to a narrow political sense but included a 
totalizing vision of change touching upon all aspects of life. By drawing a line of demarcation between 
revolution as the forceful overthrow of an existing order, associated with the term geming, and revolu-
tion as a fundamental transformation within all spheres of state and society, newly christened as 
biange, Liang hoped to dispel fears among the populace and scholarly elites that revolution would be 
analogous to bloody revolts and common suffering, which currently seemed to inhibit public desire for 
fundamental change. He strategically employed the Darwinist vocabulary of natural selection to pro-
vide the notion of constant transformation with a naturalized logic of incessant changes, thus attempt-
ing to shift the discussion into another realm of discourse, separated from meanings associated with 
the traditional concept of geming. No longer should revolutions be perceived of as merely a change of 
dynasties (wangchao geming ⧁ᵓ䶟ળ) but rather as transformations by national citizens (guomin zhi 
biange ു≇ҁ䇀䶟).85  

Liang did not describe revolution and evolution as mutually exclusive pathways. Quite to the 
contrary, the forces of natural selection necessitated constant revolutions, understood as transforma-
tive adaptations to the changing political environment. These adaptations, however, also necessitated a 
change of customs and world outlook, as Liang forcefully argued in his long essay on “renewing the 
people” (xinmin ᯦≇) published the same year. “Revolution” in the broader sense thus implied an 
attempt to educate the people, a vision of social engineering aimed at ridding the Chinese populace of 
their slave mentality. By educating a national-minded generation of new citizens, a Chinese Risorgi-
mento seemed possible to him. 

The above-mentioned essay, probably more than any other article, contributed to ascribing an 
all-encompassing vision of change within Chinese state and society. However, Liang’s attempts at 
redefining revolution as a comprehensive, yet bloodless overhaul of state and society, had the unex-
pected consequence of spreading rather than curbing geming discourses. The following year, a first 
wave of articles started addressing the notions of “family revolution” (jiating geming ᇬᓣ䶟ળ), 
“women’s revolution” (funü geming ႜྩ䶟ળ) or “educational revolution” (jiaoyu geming ᮏ㛨䶟ળ) 
that displayed an activist understanding of revolution as social transformation.86 

 The article represents Liang Qichao’s last attempt to defend the concept of “revolution.” The 
year 1903 witnessed a remarkable change, both in terms of Liang’s personal views on how to modern-
ize China and with regard to the concept of “revolution” within Chinese discourse. After an extended 
visit to the United States and comparing the consequences of reform and revolution in France and 

 

__________________________ 

84  Liang Qichao 1902, 4: ཡ␎⊦ҕθ䇀䶟ҕθ䉾᭵⋱р⛰❬㙩θࠗ㗚⋱ѣж࠽㩢Ӂ㩢⢟㧡уᴿ✿ȾԛᰛӰҁ䆥
䀶ҁθᇍᮏᴿᇍᮏҁ䶟ળθ䚉ᗭᴿ䚉ᗭҁ䶟ળθᆮ㺉ᴿᆮ㺉ҁ䶟ળθᮽᆮᴿᮽᆮҁ䶟ળθ仞؍ᴿ仞؍ҁ䶟

ળθ⭘ᾣᴿ⭘ᾣҁ䶟ળȾԀᰛѣു᯦ᆮቅ⭕ҁᙼ䀶θരᴿᡶ䄸㏉ᆮ䶟ળθਨᆮ䶟ળθᮽ⮂䶟ળθ䂟⮂䶟ળθ

ᴨ⮂䶟ળθቅ䃠⮂䶟ળθ丩‸⮂䶟ળθᮽᆍ䶟ળㅿ〃〃䂔⸙Ⱦ㤛↚㘻θ䉾్фᵓᔭ᭵ᓒᴿ∡Ⲳҁ䰒㌱θ㙂Ⲽ

уᗍу䄸ҁ䶟ળȾ㚔�“䶟ળ�”ӂᆍ倣θ㙂у⸛ެᵢ㗟ሜ䇀䶟㙂ᐨȾ 䶟ળਥ倣θ䇀䶟ެӜਥ倣㙬ϋఐલθެӜ
уᙓ㙂ᐨ! 

85  Liang Qichao 1902, 5. 
86  Early articles include Jiating lixian zhe 1903, 13–22: ᭵⋱ҁ䶟ળ, R ു≇ҁу㠠⭧㙂䎭; ᇬᓣҁ䶟ળᴿفӰҁу㠠⭧

㙂Ⲳ. See also Tang Xuezhen 1904, 13–17. 
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Germany, Liang increasingly came to take a pessimistic view of the Chinese situation and favor re-
forms from above, in line with the Japanese modernization experiences. While Liang still advocated a 
terminological rectification by translating the concept of “revolution” with “transformation,” he was 
acutely aware of the appeal of the violent definition of “revolution,” indicating the overthrow of Man-
chu rule, especially among Chinese students in Japan. Liang perceived the sole fixation on racially 
grounded political revolution as a highly dangerous trend, since an anti-Manchu revolution did not 
address the root of China’s current problems but merely provided an easy target for channeling the 
pervasive hatred and frustration about China’s predicament.  

Liang brilliantly highlighted the differences between these competing visions for a future China 
in his unfinished political novel Xin Zhongguo weilai ji ᯦ѣുᵠּ䁎 (The Future of New China), 
which appeared serially in the first issues of his newly established Journal Xin Xiaoshuo ᯦ቅ䃠 (New 
Fiction) between November 1902 and January 1903, along with his essay on defining ge.87 The novel 
starts with a future national celebration of fifty years of reforms attended by the heads of the former 
imperialist powers, Sinologists, and representatives of China’s by-now famous universities, examples of 
the successful attempt to renew the people through education. The story is structured through a 
narrator, who recounts to the audience a memorable discussion which had taken place sixty years 
earlier at the outset of the Chinese Risorgimento. The interlocutors were a certain Huang Keqiang, an 
exemplary reformer and later president of the new republic who had studied Staatswissenschaften in 
Berlin, and a Li Qubing, a hotheaded, yet amiable revolutionary and former student of history in Paris. 
They thus represented two different historical strands of state-building.  

The disputants agreed on the necessity to forge the old empire into a modern nation-state, yet 
they disagreed about the role revolution should play in this process. While dynastic changes had fre-
quently taken place in the past, they had been characterized by “replacing violence with violence” (bao 
yi bao ᳪ᱉ᳪ). The revolutionary Li Qubing argued that the imminent revolution, inspired by the 
world historical trend towards democracy, would lead to a “replacement of violence through humane-
ness” (ren yi bao ӷ᱉ᳪ).88 Liang himself in a footnote to the novel stated that “people leaning to-
wards idealism can set things into motion, but not accomplish results.”89 The fictional character 
Huang answered by way of historical analogy, claiming that while the French revolutionaries hoisted 
the “three flags” of liberty, equality, and fraternity, the result had been bloodshed and a reign of terror, 
ultimately followed by the rise of a military dictatorship. Li’s counterargument did not dispute these 
facts but placed them in a larger picture of human evolution and the inevitability of chaotic circum-
stances in transitional periods. The discussion thus centered on the crucial issue of the importance of 
destruction and construction during a period of revolutionary change. While Huang voiced his uncer-
tainty and preference for orderly procedures, Li approved of destruction and argued that destruction 
would continue irrespective of individual intentions:  

In today’s China, there will be destruction, regardless of whether one intends it or not. The difference 
rests on whether national traitors, a chaotic mob, or humane worthies carry out the destruction. If it is 

 

__________________________ 

87  The novel appeared in five installments. The authenticity of the last chapter has repeatedly been questioned. For an 
excellent discussion regarding the aspect of revolution in Liang’s novel cf. Tang Xiaobing 1996, 121–137.  

88  Liang Qichao 1902b, 58. The original double pagination is 37/39. 
89  Liang Qichao 1902b, 59 (40/38). 
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humane worthies who engage in the work of destruction, there is a chance of carrying out destruction 
and construction simultaneously, or even of setting China back on track.90 

Li further quoted Benjamin Kidd (1858–1916), remarking that “the rule of a people’s evolution is to 
sacrifice their present benefits for future attainment.”91 Perceiving that a Chinese revolution would be 
in accord with world historical trends, Li denied the danger of foreign intervention. In the case that a 
“revolutionary army” (geming jun 䶟ળ䔃)92 would rise up, foreign powers would prefer to deal with a 
civilized government rather than Manchus, whom he criticized in stark terms. Huang argued less 
optimistically, stating that the only thing the foreign powers cared about were their own political and 
economic interests. An intervention, therefore, was to be expected. In this case, Li answered, the Chi-
nese people would stand up and fight, and even if 90% of the Chinese were extinguished, the Chinese 
population would still be greater than that of France.93  

Among the few points that both could agree on was the fact that the Chinese populace was at 
present insufficiently educated to grasp the meaning of concepts such as “popular sovereignty” and 
lacked a basic national consciousness. These preconditions, however, were crucial for the success of a 
revolution, for it would not be sufficient to rely on a few heroic actors. For Huang, the only path to 
success was by means of citizen education (guomin jiaoyu ു≇ᮏ㛨). Trying to rouse the people at 
this point in time for a national revolution would thus be in vain: 

My good brother, I tell you truthfully, the present popular morality, knowledge, and strength prohib-
its speaking to them about revolution; even if you spoke about it daily, and major changes would oc-
cur, this revolution would still not be feasible. Now, if the preconditions of popular morality, 
knowledge, and strength allowing for discussions about revolution would be given at a time when rev-
olution seems feasible, why would it be necessary to engage in revolution? Brother, please reconsider 
this.94 

While Li agreed with the present lamentable state of popular consciousness, his argument displayed 
strong activism: 

 

__________________________ 

90  Ibid., 76 (55/57): ԀᰛⲺѣുθ༔ҕ༔θу༔ҕ㾷༔θᡶ࡛࠼Ⲻθ䳱ⵁᱥ≇䌀ৱ༔Ԍθ䚺ᱥҸ≇ৱ
༔Ԍθ䚺ᱥӷӰੑᆆৱ༔ԌȾ㤛ᱥӷӰੑᆆৱڐ䛙༔Ӂᾣθو䚺ਥԛж䶘༔θж䶘ᔰ䁣θᡌ㘻ᣀѣുഔ

䕿ᗍ䚄ּȾ 
91  Ibid., 78 (57/59): Ӱ㗚䘑ौҁ⨼θᱥ㾷⢰⢨⧦൞ⲺⴀԛѰሼᶛȾThe original reference reads slightly different: 

“Throughout the whole period of development hitherto the conditions of progress have necessarily been incompatible 
with the welfare of a large proportion of the individuals comprising any species. Yet it is evident that to these, if they had 
been able to think and to have any voice in the matter, their own welfare must have appeared immeasurably more im-
portant than the future of the species, or than any progress, however great, that their kind might make which thus de-
manded that they should be sacrificed to it.” Cf. Kidd 1907 1894 , 66–67. At least parts of Kidd’s book had been trans-
lated into Chinese by missionary Timothy Richard (1845–1919) and his secretary in 1899, cf. Bernal 1976, 27. 

92  Liang 1902b, 84 (64/62). 
93  Liang 1902b, 86–87 (66/64 until 65/67). Mao Zedong in 1957 would voice a very similar argument regarding the 

possible consequences of atomic warfare, see Mao Zedong 1957, 636. 
94  Liang Qichao 1902b, 94 (74/72): ླݺᕕθᡇሜ䁪֖㖭θ⨴൞Ⲻ≇ᗭȽ≇ᲰȽ≇ȽуռуਥԛૂԌ䅑䶟ળθ

ቧᱥ֖ཟཟ䅑θཟཝ䐩θ䙏䶟ળҕᱥ㩢у㜳ࡦڐⲺȾ㤛ࡦ䛙≇ᗭȽ≇ᲰȽ≇ਥԛ䅑䶟ળθਥԛڐ䶟ળⲺᱸ

ُθ䙏৾ᗻᴪ㾷䶟ળઘϋݺᕕθ֖߃ᜩᜩȾ 
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While it is impossible to achieve revolution today, it is still mandatory to speak about revolution. My 
brother, if you look at the present constitutional monarchies: Is there a country which has not adopt-
ed this system after heated debates about revolution? […]. Irrespective of whether our future aim is to 
establish a republic or a constitution, revolutionary discussions and revolutionary thought cannot be 
negated in the present state of affairs.95 

The novel raised the most basic questions associated with the concept of “revolution” in persuasive 
dialogue. While Liang’s own preference for social transformation and incremental political change was 
obvious given the success of his future vision of a strong and prosperous China, he nevertheless gave 
full credence to the appropriateness of debating radical changes. The debate revealed the allure of the 
utopian elements associated with “revolution,” regardless of their political impracticality. However, it 
further displayed a strong skepticism toward mere emotional agitation instead of strenuous reasoning 
about the possible consequences of a revolutionary movement on future development. 

With Liang Qichao, geming assumed the full range of meanings associated with the Western 
concept of “revolution.” It became a “collective singular,”96 which accommodated varying interpreta-
tive strands ranging from violent upheaval to social transformation. Despite his attempt to shift the 
emphasis from destructive notions of rebellion, the emotional allure of the concept proved to be 
stronger than academic ratiocination, especially among the growing number of Chinese students in 
Japan. It is probably no coincidence that only a few months after Liang published his novel, a short 
pamphlet written by a Chinese student in Japan adopted the title “Revolutionary Army,” a phrase 
which the fictional disputers had employed, to present another vision of future China. In a style that 
did away with the courteous exchange of arguments characteristic of Liang’s novel, rampant emotion-
alism and racist nationalism came to dominate public discourses. 

Revolution, Race, and Nation 

The year 1903 is of particular importance for the development of the concept of “revolution.” As Jin 
Guantao and Liu Qingfeng have demonstrated by way of relying on quantitative data analysis (cf. 
Table 1),97 the phrase geming experienced an enormous upsurge that year. While prior to 1901, the 
few articles that mentioned the term “revolution” at all mostly referred to the historical example of 
France, after the intervention of the foreign powers in 1900/01 and the flight of the court calls for 
political revolution grew stronger, albeit in a speculative manner. By 1903, a different picture emerges: 
“Revolution” achieved central status as an all-encompassing concept of change imbued with notions of 
historical necessity. For the first time, the concept was used in a self-referential manner by revolution-
aries such as Sun Yat-sen, Zhang Binglin, and Zou Rong to legitimate the overthrow of the Manchu 
dynasty, culminating in the spectacular “Subao case,” during which Zhang and Zou were sentenced to 

 

__________________________ 

95  Liang Qichao 1902b, 95 (73/75): Ԁᰛڐ䶟ળᡆ㘻у㜳θ䅑䶟ળҕᱥᗻ㾷ⲺȾଛଛ֖ⵁ⨴ьുੑѱ៨᭵儊θ
䛙жുуᱥ⮬䶟ળ䆦䄌ᴶ⥌⣸Ⲻᱸُᢃ㜳ᡆቧ䎭ּ? […]ȾᡇهሽּⲺⴤⲺу㇗Ԍ൞ާૂ䚺ᱥ൞៨θ㑳ҁ䶟ળ
䆦䄌Ƚ䶟ળᙓᜩ൞⨴ᱸുѣᱥ㩢уਥቇⲺȾ 

96  Koselleck et al. 1984, 734. 
97  This chart is based on Jin Guantao and Liu Qingfeng 2008, 374. Their calculations are derived from the currently most 

comprehensive database on the period, “Zhongguo jin xiandai sixiang shi zhuanye shujuku” ѣു䘇⨴ԙᙓᜩਨሾᾣᮮ
ᬐᓡ (1830–1930), cf. www.cuhk.edu.hk/ics/rcccc/database/. 
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prison sentences for agitating against the Manchus. “Revolution” was no longer a mere academic 
exercise but became a heavily contested political label. The term “revolutionary” was turned into an 
emphatic self-categorization, at least among radical Chinese youth in Japan.  

While the overall number of references to “revolution” increased threefold in 1903, the spec-
trum of phenomena described considerably broadened to include most spheres sketched out by Liang 
Qichao in his essay on defining ge. From historical and contemporaneous political examples to refer-
ences to an emerging Chinese revolutionary party and calls for social transformations, the concept 
came to be associated with an unstoppable evolutionary process; for some, it became the quintessential 
expression of modernization. The most remarkable change in 1903, however, was the rise of the con-
cept of “racial revolution” (zhongzu geming つᰅ䶟ળ), a term that experienced a tenfold increase 
alongside growing calls for political revolution.  

Table 1: References to “geming” in Chinese public discourse (1896–1911) 

Anti-Manchuism had been a salient feature of discourses of revenge and trauma going back to the early 
days of the Qing conquest and especially during the Taiping movement. Yet, after the suppression of 
the reform movement of 1898, the killing of prominent reformers such as Tan Sitong 䆐ఙੂ (1865–
1898), and the obvious weakness of the court in the wake of the Boxer Rebellion, voices that decried 
the Manchu rulers as the reason for China’s weakness gained currency. Zhang Binglin, who continued 
to warn of the dangers of revolution in 1897, had emerged as the sharpest critic of the court and wrote 
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Change of dynastic names  
(᱉ဉ䶟ળ ) 

4 2 12 1 5 15 9 140 50 29    15 

Tang Wu Revolution  
(⒥↜䶟ળ) 

3 1 2 2 5 4 3 2  1 3 

French Revolution   
(⌋ു䶟ળ) 

5 20 31 21 29 102 231 161 58 83 104 38 9 42 20 

Racial revolution  
(ᧈ┵/つᰅ䶟ળ) 

1 4 14 19 226 27 15 338 122 19  6 5 

Political revolution 
(᭵⋱䶟ળ) 

2 15 7 88 70 229 88 41 714 106 35 4 7 5 

Economic revolution 
(㏉☕䶟ળ) 

1 4 1 2 19 4 27 19  1 10 4 

Social revolution  
(⽴ᴹ䶟ળ) 

2 2 1 1 12 350 71 3 1 3  

Anarchic revolution 
(❗᭵ᓒ䶟ળ) 

2 23 258 259  2  

Chinese  Revolutionary Party 
( ѣു 䶟ળސ) 

2 2 2 6 8 47 5 10 532 371 183 50 203 93 

Russian Revolution 
 (䶟ળു)

1 74 4 61 49 15 5 3 20  

Revolutionary progress  
(䶟ળ䙨ौ) 

2 3 10 31 2 5 50     

Others 5 12 8 71 41 67 228 527 139 137 725 486 141 39 169 54 
Total 8 21 36 142 79 215 459 1398 574 386 2875 1602 715 107 463 199 
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a letter in response to Kang Youwei’s negation of revolution. The letter did not reach Kang, who at the 
time was traveling extensively. Zhang therefore had it published as a pamphlet in Shanghai in June 
1903. Parts of the letter were also published in the Shanghai newspaper Subao 㰽 the same month 
and incited national attention. The delicately worded open letter presented a spirited defense of revo-
lution and nationalism, which Zhang, unlike the fictive Li Qubing, rooted not only in Western influ-
ences but also in latently existing trends since Chinese antiquity. He sharply attacked Kang as a career-
ist, waiting to be bestowed with offices by the “clown Zaitian,”98 as he addressed the Guangxu emperor 
with his tabooed personal name.  

Zhang presented four major arguments to counter Kang’s criticism of revolutionary action. 
First, he argued that bloodshed was inevitable. Manchu-Han equality, as advocated by Kang, should be 
considered a mere chimera. According to Zhang, an “animal flock” (qunshou 㗙⦮) of some five mil-
lion “Eastern barbarians” (Dong Hu ᶧ㜗) continued to suppress over 400 million Han Chinese. The 
Han had become slaves of the foreign invaders, and the prospect of colonial subjugation should be 
perceived as reality rather than as a future threat. Violence would be necessary, because the Manchu 
dynasty would not cede power without conflict and even constitutional changes would not be imple-
mented without resistance. Zhang denied that a change within the ranks of Manchu leadership would 
lead to substantial improvement. Violent revolution was therefore unavoidable.  

Second, Zhang claimed that revolution was easier to achieve than the constitutional governance 
presented by Kang. This is because the latter relied on the capabilities of an able monarch, while 
Zaitian had proven to be the “most incapable” ruler under heaven.99 He explicitly tied the ability to 
change present circumstances to human agency: “In short, to bring order out of chaos, one does not 
have to rely on the existence of a ‘Heavenly Mandate’. It is dependent on human strength.”100 The 
article immediately referred to the loss of the semantic plausibility of the concept of the “Heavenly 
Mandate.” With regard to agency, Zhang expressed his firm belief that the Chinese race had brought 
forth the emperors Yao and Shun in the past. Why shouldn’t it be capable of producing a number of 
Chinese Washingtons or Napoleons to lead the future revolution? The narrow focus on heroes, how-
ever, obscured the fact that not heavenly wisdom but political circumstances and evolutionary pres-
sures forged revolutionaries, as Zhang pointed out in his third argument. Instead of waiting for old 
thoughts and customs to disappear, the establishment of new thinking should be seen as the conse-
quence rather than as the precondition of revolution: 

With regard to Chinese popular sentiment, Kang Youwei believes that the universal principles are not 
sufficiently elucidated and old customs still abound; as a consequence, after the revolution violent striving 
and confusion regarding its aims would necessarily appear. How could political reforms, the salvation of 
the people, and a reorganization of domestic politics be conducted under such circumstances? […]. I reply 
to this: The wisdom of popular sentiment derives from revolutionary struggle. […]. Therefore, if universal 
principles are insufficiently elucidated, they should be elucidated through a revolution; if the old habits 
still abound, they should be discarded through revolution. Revolution is not a strong drug like monks-
hood or rhubarb. In reality, it is a good medicine including both reinforcing and reducing methods.101 

 

__________________________ 

098 Zhang Binglin 1903, 177. 
099  Zhang Binglin 1903, 180. 
100  Zhang Binglin 1903, 179: 㾷ҁθҸਃ↙θу൞ཟળҁᴿ❗θ㙂൞Ӱҁ䴙᱉Ⱦ 
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The101last argument seems startling at first glance: Zhang Binglin rather surprisingly used Ming dynasty 
rebel leader Li Zicheng ᶄ㠠ᡆ (1606–1644) to elucidate his argument. Li had started his rebellion 
for reasons of fame and power, but according to Zhang had come to understand that providing relief 
for the starving populace was the major task of his age.102 Similarly, Zhang argued, in the present age 
the drive towards uniting the people and establishing a republic through revolutionary measures had 
become an evolutionary necessity. Revolution thus appeared as a continuous process towards a certain 
end, which Zhang did not easily equate with Western-type modernity. The foreign powers, finally, 
would play a constructive role in this process. In the current situation, there was “no way not to rely on 
them”103 to conduct a revolution. However, the revolutionaries should remain wary of their own 
dominance in order retain control of the situation. 

Zhang’s vision of revolution as a long-term procedural change marks a threshold of the modern 
conceptions of “revolution.” While still engaging in classicist discourses, he was the first among the 
major intellectuals of his age to infuse the discourse with radical nationalism and the public denigra-
tion of the Manchus. The merging of the concept of “revolution” with the older discourses of anti-
Manchu sentiment had strong emotional appeal. It turned out to be the most effective choice for 
imparting the concept of “revolution” with additional persuasive power. This becomes obvious in view 
of an example of a pamphlet that was printed alongside Zhang’s remarks, written by a 18-year old 
student named Zou Rong under the title of “Revolutionary Army” (Geming jun 䶟ળ䔃). It had first 
appeared in booklet form a month earlier in May 1903 and would become the most widely read con-
temporaneous tract on revolution.104  

While Zhang’s letter might still be interpreted as part of a fairly esoteric scholarly discourse, Zou 
Rong’s pamphlet was clearly directed at a wider readership with no pretense to classical erudition. It 
was an emotional and rousing call, which caught on in public discourse as a result of two rhetorical 
shifts. First, it situated the concept of “revolution” firmly within the emerging discourses of a Han-
Chinese identity and xenophobic nationalism. Furthermore, the tract combined traditional discourses 
of righteousness with the notion of civil rights, thereby linking past oppression with a vision of future 
salvation. Zhang Binglin in his foreword to the tract described the directness and simplicity of the 
language as one of its greatest strengths, because revolution depended on popular support.105 The 
emotional language would allow “butchers and wine sellers, peddlers and hucksters”106 to grasp the 
situation much faster than complex treatises. He furthermore commented on the novel meaning of 
the concept of “revolution” as employed by Zou Rong: 

 

__________________________ 

101  Zhang Binglin 1903, 180: 䮭㍖ԛ⡨ѣുԀᰛҁӰᗹθޢ⨼ᵠ᱄θ㡀ا؍൞θ䶟ળԛᗂθᗻሽᰛቁᒯᠾθڭ⭕у
Ჽθ㜳䇀⌋ᮇ≇θ᮪义⋱έ[…]ȾҁᴦφӰᗹҁᲰឝθ㠠ㄬ⡣㙂ᗂⲲ⭕Ⱦ[…]Ⱦ❬ޢ⨼ҁᵠ᱄θ
ԛ䶟ળ᱄ҁχ㡀؍ҁا൞θԛ䶟ળৱҁȾ䶟ળ䶔ཟ䳺ཝ哺ҁ⥑ࣇθ㙂ሜ㼒☿ۏҁ㢥㰛⸙Ⱦ 

102  Zhang Binglin 1903, 180. 
103  Zhang Binglin 1903, 181. 
104  Some twenty editions have been distinguished and the total print run is estimated to have exceeded one million copies, 

cf. Zarrow 2012, 155. 
105  Lust 1968, 52: “Alas, the present generation is stupid and does not speak its mind. It concentrates its efforts on social 

satire. Since it will not display anger on its face, or startle people with a thunderous voice, how many can be brought 
over? When, at another time, an army again hoists the flag of revolt, it must surely fail if it lacks the backing of public 
opinion. Tsou wrote this book to stir up their consciences and indignation by his laments.” 

106  Lust 1968, 52. 
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Now, I have heard that when people of the same race replace others, this is called revolution. When an 
alien race seizes their land, this is known as destruction. When a government is changed by people of 
the same race, this is known as revolution. When an alien race is expelled, this is known as restoration. 
Because China was destroyed by the rebel barbarians, what is planned is restoration and not revolu-
tion. Why did Tsou make use of this term? Surely it was because his intention was not merely to expel 
an alien race: politics, education, learning, customs and abilities (for office) ought to be revolutionized. 
Hence he extended considerably the sense of the word revolution emphasis in original translation .107 

Although Zhang attributed the widening of the spectrum of “revolution” solely to Zou Rong, the 
indebtedness to the writings of Liang Qichao is clear. But Liang was not the only source of Zou’s 
writings. In his definition of “revolution,” he also included direct quotes from Ou Jujia’s 1899 hymn 
on revolution, which at the time had failed to catch on in intellectual debates. Zou, however, freely 
combined all previous definitions into an all-encompassing definition:  

Revolution is the universal principle of evolution. Revolution is a universal principle of the world. Revolu-
tion is the essence of the struggle for survival or destruction in a time of transition. Revolution submits to 
heaven and responds to men’s needs. Revolution rejects what is corrupt and keeps the good. Revolution is 
the advance from barbarism to civilization. Revolution turns slaves into masters.108 

Zou referred to previous changes of dynastic rule as “barbaric” (yeman 䠄㹱) revolutions, while contend-
ing that the attempted overthrow of the Manchus, which was informed by Western theories of civil 
rights, should be interpreted as a “civilized” (wenming ᮽ᱄) revolution.109 While barbaric revolutions 
solely engaged in destruction and resulted in anarchy and suffering, civilized revolutions engaged both in 
destruction and construction, achieving freedom, equality, and independence, thus increasing the happi-
ness of the citizens.110 Furthermore, Zou differentiated between an “everyday” meaning of revolution, 
signifying the constant adaptations of all living things through the mechanisms of evolution as described 
by Liang Qichao, and an “extraordinary” meaning of the concept. The latter consisted of a highly emo-
tionalized rousing call to inspire his “fellow countrymen” to engage in a radical turnover of the present 
state that sacrificed the individual for the benefit of the common people: “Who is for revolution? Out of 
it must come fire and blood. Who is for revolution? Out of it must come freedom and equality. […]. 
Revolution! Revolution! Achieve it, then you may live; fail in it, then you may die! Let there be no hold-
ing back. There is no place for neutrality or hesitation. This is the moment!”111  

The tract dwelt at length on the devastations wrought upon the Chinese nation by the “Manchu 
scoundrels.”112 It cited cruel examples of social inequality as well historical instances of racial oppression to 

 

__________________________ 

107  The translation has been slightly adapted from Lust 1968, 52: ᣇੴ㚔ҁθੂᰅԙθ䄸ҁ䶟ળχ⮦ᰅθ䄸ҁ⓻
ӗχ᭯ੂᰅθ䄸ҁ䶟ળχ偻䲚⮦ᰅθ䄸ҁݿᗟȾԀѣുᰘᐨ⓻ӗ᯲䘼㜗θᡶ⮬䄶㘻ݿᗟҕθ䶔䶟ળ䴨⡴Ⱦᇯ

ҁ㖨ᯥ, ૿ϋ䄈ԛެᡶ㿅ࢹθуۻ偻䲚⮦ᰅ㙂ᐨȾ䴌᭵ᮏȽᆮ㺉Ƚ؍Ƚᶆᙝθ⥬ᴿ⮬䶟ળ㘻✿θ᭻ཝ䀶ҁ
ᴦ䶟ળҕȾ  

108  Lust 1968, 58: 䶟ળ㘻θཟ╊ҁׁޢҕχ䶟ળ㘻θь⮂ҁޢ⨼ҕχ䶟ળ㘻θ⡣ᆎ⡣ӗ䚄ᱸԙҁ㾷㗟ҕχ䶟ળ
㘻θ丼҄ཟ㙂҄Ӱ㘻ҕχ䶟ળ㘻χৱ㞆ᮍ㙂ᆎ㢥㘻ҕχ䶟ળ㘻θ⭧䠄㹱㙂䙨ᮽ᱄㘻ҕȾ 

109  Lust 1968, 60. 
110  Lust 1968, 99. 
111  Lust 1968, 59–60.  
112  Lust 1968, 65. 
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rouse the public passion of the doubly enslaved “sacred Han race,”113 who nevertheless seemed to enjoy 
being slaves. The first aim of the revolution would therefore be to discard its slave mentality. Otherwise, 
China would continue to be a passive object rather than an active subject of the evolutionary struggle for 
existence. Besides the dimension of fervent nationalism, the pamphlet also argued for equality and civil 
rights. Zou defined Han nationalism, freedom and equality, and a nascent concept of legality as the main 
pillars of the Chinese revolution.114 After the revolution, a new state would be built based on the concepts 
of civil rights and popular sovereignty. The American constitution was to provide the model. Should the 
state, however, infringe on the established principles of equality and freedom, the citizens should only 
again engage in revolution as a last resort and rather attempt to strengthen their rights through other 
means.115 Otherwise, it would be impossible to establish lasting governance.  

The combination of the discourses of national liberation, civil rights, and fierce anti-Manchu ag-
itation, which located the reasons for the current predicament solely in Manchu suppression, turned 
out to be extremely effective for merging together perceptions of a foreign threat and the government’s 
political weakness. The book and especially the trial against its author, which turned him into a mar-
tyr, and Zhang Binglin, contributed more than any other instance to providing the concept of “revolu-
tion” with a sense of destiny and future salvation. To engage in revolution became a question of atti-
tude rather than semantic sophistication. A few contemporaries cautioned about the dangers of mis-
reading the book as primarily advocating xenophobic hatred. In a review of the book, Zhang Shizhao 
ㄖ༡䠍(1881–1973), editor-in-chief of the Subao, clearly stated that nationalism was the main objec-
tive of the tract and that anti-Manchuism was merely to be seen as an instrument to rouse the masses: 

Therefore, the opinion of expelling the Manchus is truly suited as the hidden power of revolution. It is the 
road present-day revolutionaries must take. […]. Splendid! For Mr. Zou’s “Revolutionary Army,” nation-
alism serves as the fundament and anti-Manchu sentiment serves as a means. By pulling out past events 
and establishing universal principles, the tract  proceeds with a sharp pen and achieves its aims  with 
blunt and simple words. Even among fools and cowards, there is no one who, after having read or heard of 
its words, does not become agitated and with strumming heart and swelled chest is not transformed into a 
condition of wanting to draw his sword to chop up the earth or wish to throw himself into the ocean. 
Alas! This work should truly become the first textbook of modern-day citizen education.116 

The success of merging the discourses of nationalism and xenophobia was not only mirrored in the 
massive reprint of the tract and later accounts of emotional reading experiences; it can also be seen in 
the fact that in its wake the concept of “revolution” gained unprecedented importance in public dis-
course. Only after the publication of the “Revolutionary Army,” for example, did Sun Yat-sen come to 
bolster his revolutionary agitation through written accounts, which expressed his views on the concept 
of “revolution.” In a letter to supporters written in December 1903, he advised changing the epithet 

 

__________________________ 

113  Lust 1968, 122. 
114  Lust 1968, 101–102. Zou in this reference to legality immediately refers to a “concept”: ᴿ⌋ᗁӗ㿶ᘫ᭻㙩Ⱦ 
115  Lust 1968, 124.  
116  Quoted in Zhang Zhan and Wang Renzi 1960, vol. 1, 685: ᱥԛᧈ┵ҁ㿁θሜ䏩⛰䶟ળҁ░घθ㙂Ԁᰛ䶟ળ㘻ᡶ

ᗻу㜳у㏉ҁж䙊ҕȾ[…]Ⱦউ૿έ䝈≅ҁ䶟ળ䔃ҕθԛു≇ѱ㗟⛰ᒯθԛӽ┵⛰⭞θᖶӁθṯᾫޢ⨼θ偻
ԛ⢶ҁㅼθ䚊ԛҁ䂔Ⱦ䴌乇ҁཡθⴤެᆍθ㙩㚔ެ䃔θ㖊у䶘䎚㙩⟧θᗹ䐩㛰ᕫθ֒ᤊࣃ⹃൦Ƚ

ྤ䓡ޛ⎭ҁ⣶Ⱦఐલέ↚䃖Ԁᰛു≇ᮏ㛨ҁㅢжᮏ〇ᴮҕȾThe article was published in the Subao on June 9, 1903.  
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“revolutionary party” to “revolutionary army” in commemoration of Zou’s book.117 Other prominent 
thinkers such as Liang Qichao succumbed to the impact of the tract’s success by discarding the former-
ly advocated use of alternative concepts such as “transformation.”  

By the end of 1903, “revolution” had acquired unprecedented importance in Chinese discourse. 
It had come to include classical connotations of violent upheaval and modern notions of civil rights 
and popular sovereignty. “Revolution” was defined as a dominant historical trend, indicating evolu-
tionary changes on the micro and macro levels, which necessitated firm political action in order for 
China to not lose out in the struggle of the fittest. The concept served to combine the discourses of 
nation and racist agitation, relying on rhetoric of national shame, exploitation, and enslavement. 
“Revolution” became an emphatic and thoroughly politicized term, which could be invoked to bolster 
competing views. Unlike the previous denomination of “rebels,” the phrase “revolutionary” now 
carried with it a sense of holy mission and national salvation through which China would regain its 
sovereignty. In the following years, revolutionary claims became institutionalized through the found-
ing of the Tongmenghui ੂⴕᴹ in 1905. However, the concept underwent further differentiation, as 
the oversimplifications of the xenophobic rhetoric gave way to increasingly complex debates about the 
necessary changes within the state and society.  

From Political to Social Revolution 

The quantitative survey conducted by Jin Guantao and Liu Qingfeng reveals a second peak of revolu-
tionary rhetoric in the year 1906, clustered around the terms “political revolution,” “racial revolution,” 
but also “revolutionary party,” and “social revolution” (shehui geming ⽴ᴹ䶟ળ), a term that had 
previously played a negligible role. In 1907, the phrase “anarchist revolution” (wu zhengfu geming ❗᭵
ᓒ䶟ળ) would furthermore rise to prominence for a brief period, before the rhetoric of revolution 
took a marked downturn prior to the actual Xinhai Revolution, not least because the major journals of 
both reformers and revolutionaries in Japan were closed down. The statistical peak is firmly related to 
the famous debate on China’s future path between Liang Qichao and a number of young Tong-
menghui radicals, who published in the newly founded party organ Minbao ≇.  

Differences between the advocates of reform and revolution had been sharpened through a series of 
written attacks, revealing the increasing politicization of the concept of revolution. Already in December 
1903, Sun Yat-sen, in what amounts to be his first written explication of the concept of “revolution,” 
sharply attacked Kang Youwei and Liang Qichao for pretending to speak in the name of revolution, 
while advocating a continuation of Manchu rule. He referred to Liang as a “public enemy” (gongdi ᮫ޢ) 
and “Han hater” (Han chou ╘ӽ)118 who had failed to sever his ties with the royalist Kang Youwei, 
clearly harking back to their failed collaboration in 1899. He summarized his views in stark terms: 

Revolution and protecting the emperor signify two separate paths, just as black and white cannot be 
mixed or East and West cannot trade places. The mind of revolutionaries is set on expelling the Manchus 
and rejuvenating the Han. The mind of those protecting the emperor is set on aiding the Manchus and 
serving the Qing. […]. Generally speaking, the line of demarcation has to be strictly drawn in order to not 

 

__________________________ 

117  Sun Yat-sen 2011, 228. 
118  Sun Yat-sen 2011, 231. 
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lead to confusion. Our revolution has nothing to do with protecting the emperor. Why should the pro-
tection of the emperor of those like Kang and Liang  be wrongly referred to as revolution?119 

The defining criterion for being a “revolutionary” accordingly was not a certain preference for a par-
ticular future political order but anti-Manchuism. Those in favor of constitutional reforms were said 
to have failed to grasp this fundamental distinction and could by no means be counted among the 
revolutionaries. Revolution allowed for no compromise. One could either support or oppose it, but 
there was no room for hesitation or diverging viewpoints.  

Liang Qichao came to perceive the discursive trend toward xenophobic nationalism with in-
creasing skepticism and anxiety. In 1903, he had already advocated the notion of “broad national-
ism”120 to avoid the blurring of state building with anti-Manchu sentiments. He furthermore tried to 
locate the importance of the revolution within the larger framework of past rebellions and revolutions 
in Chinese history. In 1904, he published a long article entitled “Analysis of Revolutions in Chinese 
History,” in which he referred to the increasing confusion surrounding the concept of “revolution”: 

The past few years in China may be referred to as period of debates. Chinese debates in recent years have 
become increasingly complicated, and the discussions about revolution can serve as the most prominent 
example. All speakers have to ground their arguments in history; practitioners have even greater interest 
in mirroring causes and effects in history. […]. The meaning of revolution can be divided into broad and 
narrow definitions. The broadest definition refers to all the great changes that every material or immateri-
al object within society experiences over time. The second broadest definition denotes all the exceptional 
political movements that aim to bring about a new period, which completely differs from the former one, 
irrespective of whether they attempt this with peaceful or violent means. The narrow definition especially 
refers to those who with military means aim at overthrowing the central government. In China during 
the past thousands of years, there have only been revolutions in the narrow sense of the word. Those who 
advocate a sweeping revolution are solely enchanted by the narrow meaning of revolution.121 

Liang attempted to undertake a systemic evaluation: He distinguished a set of seven criteria to discrim-
inate between Western models of revolution and examples drawn from Chinese history. First, private 
revolutions (siren geming ⿷Ӱ䶟ળ) as opposed to group revolutions (tuanti geming ൎ儊䶟ળ) had 
accordingly characterized previous revolutions in China. Second, these were incited by personal ambi-
tion rather than being a reaction to oppression. Third, the driving forces behind the revolutions had 
either been the upper or lower strata of society (with the exception of the Gonghe Regency in the 9th 
century BCE), unlike their Western counterparts, where successful revolutions had commonly been 

 

__________________________ 

119  Sun Yat-sen 2011, 232: 䶟ળȽؓⲽӂӁ⊰ޟ࠼䙊θྸ唇ⲳҁу㜳⏼θྸᶧ㾵ҁу㜳᱉փȾ䶟ળ㘻ᘍ൞┵㙂
㠾╘θؓⲽ㘻ᘍ൞┵㙂㠙Ⱦ[�…]Ⱦ㑳ҁθࢹ⮂䲆, уֵ⏼θੴӰ䶟ળθу䃠ؓⲽθᖲ䕟ؓⲽθᗻڅで
䶟ળ? The war of words was to continue in Honolulu’s Chinese language papers during the following weeks, resulting 
in a further hardening of viewpoints, see Sun Yat-sen 2011, 233–238. 

120  Tang Xiaobing 1996, 127.  
121  Liang Qichao 1904, 115: 䘇ᮮᒪּҁѣുθਥ䄸䀶䄌ᱸԙҕᐨ⸙Ⱦ䘇ᮮᒪּѣു䀶䄌θᗟ䴒уਥ⇡ᮮθ㤛䶟ળ䄌

㘻θਥ䄸ެᴶᴿҁжつҕᐨ⸙ȾࠗⲲ䀶㘻уਥу≸ެ䄌ᬐ᯲↭ਨθࠗሜ㺂㘻уਥу䪈ެഖ᯲᷒↭ਨ[Ċ] 䶟
ળҁ㗟ᴿᔙ⤯φެᴶᔙ㗟θ⽴ᴹрж࠽❗ᖘᴿᖘҁӁ⢟ᡶ⭕ҁཝ䇀ऋⲼᱥҕχެ⅗ᔙ㗟θ᭵⋱рҁ⮦ऋ㠽

ሾԛޫੇ᯲ѣཤ᭵ᓒ㘻ᱥҕȾੴѣᡆж᯦ᱸԙ㘻θ❗䄌ԛᒩૂᗍҁ ԛ䩫㹶ᗍҁⲼᱥҕχެ⤯㗟θ❭ࢹ↚
ുᮮॹᒪּθᴿ⤯㗟Ⲻ䶟ળθԀҁᤷᾫㄥ䶟ળ䄌㘻θᗹ䞿⤯㗟Ⲻ䶟ળȾ᭻ੴԀᡶ⹊ガθӜ൞ ↚⤯㗟Ⲻ䶟
ળȾFor a slightly different formulation by Qin Lishan 〜ኧ (1877–1906) cf. Li Weiwu 2012, 107–109. 
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enacted by the middle strata (zhongdeng shehui ѣㅿ⽴ᴹ). Liang conceded that it was difficult to 
draw a clear line between lower and middle classes,122 but he also referred to moral qualities and urban 
environments rather than income as criteria. The difference rested with the aims of revolution. While 
the upper and lower strata vied for personal gain, the middle strata usually had been forced to carry out 
a revolution due to a degeneration of their livelihoods. They thus had no interest in prolonged strug-
gle, which Liang defined as another feature of Chinese revolutions.  

Revolutions in China had, fourth, been usually characterized by a multitude of competitors, result-
ing, fifth, in extended periods of confusion and violence. Liang explicitly stated that while in Western 
countries different parties had fought for a common cause and been able to engage in compromise, the 
relation between Chinese revolutionaries had, sixth, been characterized by enmity, an immediate refer-
ence to Sun’s provocations. Finally, seventh, the role of foreign powers in present China differed from 
other historical examples, since foreign invasions had usually been a consequence rather than a precondi-
tion of revolution.  

Liang expressed grave doubts about the current prospects of revolution in China, since it would 
only be successful if the ideals and resulting revolutionary practices met these seven criteria. However, 
neither the self-proclaimed leaders of the movement, whom he accused of indulging in fame and 
sensual pleasures, nor their followers differed significantly from their Chinese predecessors.123 There is 
a strong sense of desperation in the concluding lines of the article, as well as a feeling that he has lost his 
audience to the radicals. The article is furthermore noteworthy for its attempt to systematize the 
course of revolution and evaluate current experiences against the backdrop of history. Liang’s observa-
tion that history in the sense of a national history served as the most important source of ideological 
ammunition was well taken and continued to find favor throughout the century.  

Liang’s continuing criticism of revolutionary utopianism and his stinging analysis of the theoretical 
deficits of the movement presented a serious challenge for the revolutionaries, who had gathered in To-
kyo in August 1905 to form the Tongmenghui, an organization which gained national prominence and 
followed a wave of new revolutionary cells in China and the Chinese diaspora.124 Between 1905 and 
1907, a major debate developed between Liang and the radicals, during which the concept of “revolution” 
was further refined and contested.125 In the first two issues of the Minbao, two installments written by 
Chen Tianhua 䲩ཟ㨥 (1875–1905) appeared under the title “A Treatise of China’s Revolutionary 
History,” which took up Liang’s historical arguments but ascribed the failure of past revolutions to differ-
ent reasons. Chen sharply attacked Liang for misrepresenting Chinese and Western history through 
oversimplification. The idealization of the Western revolution overlooked the fact that in Western 
history revolutions quite often had been characterized by a lack of mass involvement and by aristocratic 
leadership. The fault line should not be drawn between China and the West, but between the aims of the 

 

__________________________ 

122  Liang Qichao 1904, 120: ᡌ⯇ѣㅿ㠽сㅿҁ⮂㐐乍䴙ࡈθੂ⛰❗ᡶះٕθѣфсㅿ㙩, ӄ䗞ҁϋᴦφ 䎭Ӂ㘻
⛰㢥ҁᐸ≇θળҁᴦѣㅿχެ⛰ⴒ䌀θળҁᴦсㅿȾ 

123  Liang Qichao 1904, 129.  
124  On the background of the Tongmenhui cf. Lee 1970. 
125  The debate centered on the respective advantages of constitutional vs. revolutionary transformation, the role of the state, 

and economic policies, issues closely linked with the concept of “revolution”. For in-depth discussions of the arguments 
cf. Scalapino and Yu 1985, chapters three and four; Li Yu-ning 1971, chapter three; and Bernal 1976, chapter seven. 
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revolution. Chen proposed to analyze revolution as a phenomenon by distinguishing “hero revolutions” 
(yingxiong geming 㤧䳺䶟ળ) from “citizen revolutions” (guomin geming ു≇䶟ળ).  

There are citizen revolutions and there are hero revolutions. If the revolution emanates from the citi-
zens, then liberty will be declared after the revolution and a republic will be established. If the situation 
is compared with the situation before the revolution, happiness increases indefinitely, as in case of the 
revolutions in present-day Western countries. If the revolution emanates from heroes, dictatorship 
will be replaced by dictatorship […] or warlords will contest with each other, battling endlessly and 
locked in stalemate for tens or hundreds of years, with the result being similar to the beginning. The 
gain in happiness will not make up for enduring the previous pains, just as it was the case in China’s 
past revolutions.126 

Liang Qichao’s vision of revolution was still been strongly influenced by noble-minded leaders, which 
he equated especially with Oliver Cromwell and George Washington. Revolutions of the lower classes, 
on the other hand, were no different in his opinion from past peasant rebellions such as the Yellow 
Turban Rebellion, characterized by aimless plundering and the destruction of the established order. 
Chen, on the other hand, was strongly in favor of mass involvement and claimed that the masses 
represented evolutionary change.127 However, he also hinted at the importance of revolutionary lead-
ers. A citizen revolution would only be successful if the leaders disregarded their personal reputations 
(gongming xin ࣕᗹ) and acted out of responsibility for the people (zeren xing 䋢Աᗹ).  

The latter views would have accorded rather well with Liang’s perception, if not for reasons of 
political background the standpoints had been artificially hardened. Chen’s arguments furthermore 
were never fully fleshed out, since he committed suicide in the Tokyo Bay in December 1905 to pro-
test against the increasing restrictions imposed on Chinese students in Japan before the second in-
stallment of his article had even appeared. And while Sun Yatsen took up the distinction between hero 
and citizen revolutions in later articles,128 he did not provide further arguments and the debate on the 
historical dimension of the Chinese revolution therefore remained in limbo. The future of revolution 
rather than its historical manifestations thus became the main battleground for the ensuing debate.  

In 1904, Liang Qichao bemoaned the radical students and their leaders’ narrow understanding 
of revolution as an overthrow of the central government. Only two years later, the situation funda-
mentally changed, mainly through the impact of socialist discourses.129 The revolutionaries’ former 
narrow focus on xenophobic nationalism (which still continued to be debated)130 and the occasional 
remarks on citizen rights had, by 1905, been supplemented by calls for a redistribution of wealth, 
popularized through the concept of the “people’s livelihood” (minsheng ≇⭕). The concept figured 
prominently in Sun’s editorial in the first Minbao issue, alongside the concepts of “nationalism” (min-

 

__________________________ 

126  Quoted in Zhang Zhan and Wang Renzi 1960, vol. 1, 5: ᴿു≇ҁ䶟ળθᴿ㤧䳺ҁ䶟ળȾ䶟ળ㙂࠰᯲ു≇ҕθ䶟ળ
ҁᗂθᇙᐹ㠠⭧θ䁣ާૂθެᒮ⿅䔹ҁᵠ䶟ળҁθ໔䙨㩢كθྸ䘇ᰛ⌦㾵䄮ുҁ䶟ળᱥҕȾ䶟ળ㙂࠰᯲㤧

䳺ҕθжሾৱ㙂жሾּȾ[…]Ⱦᡌ㗚䳺䀈䙆θᡦ⡣❗ᐨθᤷ㠩ᮮॷⲴᒪθ㙂ᗂခᓋ᯲жθᒮ⿅ҁᗍу
䏩ԛެݕⰑ㤜θѣു↭ּҁ䶟ળᱥҕȾ 

127  Quoted in Zhang Zhan and Wang Renzi 1960, vol. 1, 7: ཡӰ㗚θ䙨ौ㘻ҕȾ 
128  Quoted in Li Weiwu 2011, 19. 
129  On the introduction of the concept of “socialism” in China, cf. Bernal 1976 and Li 1971. 
130  For an overview of the debates, cf. Gasster 1969, chapters three and four. 
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zu ≇ᰅ) and “democracy” (minzhu ≇ѱ).131 While the latter concepts had been subjected to pro-
longed discussions before, Sun dwelt at length on the necessity of changing the people’s livelihood. 
While in Europe social problems had become grave questions, China had not yet been affected by the 
growing inequalities produced by industrialization and, in Sun’s opinion, it could thus easily avoid the 
problem. Despite the power of European countries, their people were suffering and “social revolu-
tion”132 loomed on the horizon. If China failed to draw its lessons from the European example, a 
“second revolution” would be inevitable. China should therefore carry out political and social revolu-
tion at the same time and, as a result of this pioneering act, avoid later difficulties.133 

Sun did not offer specific details about how social revolution should be defined and conducted. 
This particular task was taken on by Zhu Zhixin ᵧอ  ؗ(1885–1920), after Liang Qichao had sharply 
attacked Sun’s concept in a series of articles as being overtly idealist and not applicable to the Chinese 
situation. Under the title of “Discussion of Enlightened Despotism,” published in April 1906, Liang 
stated that the concept of “social revolution” was primarily employed by the revolutionaries as a means of 
agitation among the lower classes, with promises to rob the rich and divide the bounty among the poor.134 
Liang claimed that the establishment of socialism in China would take at least another millennium and 
that the planned nationalization of all plots would amount to state-led land grabbing. Liang furthermore 
quoted from memory a discussion with Sun back in 1899, when Sun was supposed to have justified the 
simultaneous enactment of political, racial, and social revolution in reference to the chaotic situation after 
the revolution, when, he purportedly remarked, “about half, or at least a quarter, of our 400 million 
people will be lost. The catastrophe will level things, and 70 to 80 percent of the land will not be owned. 
[…] That is why I advocate great bloodshed: it is the only way to reach our goal.”135 Liang insinuated that 
savagery rather than European socialism underpinned Sun’s understanding of social revolution. The 
result would be just another example of China’s past revolutions: a mobilization of the lowest strata of 
society, resulting in the destruction and weakening of the nation.  

Zhu Zhixin countered Liang’s accusations by claiming that Sun had only expressed the observation 
that during a tumultuous period property would matter less to most people and that social revolution 
would therefore be easier to implement. Zhu offered the following definition of social revolution: 

Social revolution in the widest sense refers to cases in which all social organizations abruptly bring 
about major changes. Therefore, political revolution may be called one type of social revolution. What 
I  will talk about today are only revolutions within socio-economic organizations, which might be 

called social revolutions in the narrow sense of the term.136 

 

__________________________ 

131  Cf. Sun Yat-sen 2011, 288. Martin Bernal argues convincingly that Sun employed the classical term minsheng 
mainly for euphonic reasons in order to mirror Abraham Lincoln’s “of the people, by the people, for the people,” cf. 
Bernal 1976, 68. 

132  Sun Yat-sen 2011, 289. 
133  Sun Yat-sen 2011, 289. 
134  Quoted in Zhang Zhan and Wang Renzi 1960, vol. 2, 172. 
135  Quoted in Bernal 1976, 138. 
136  Quoted in Zhang Zhan and Wang Renzi 1960, vol. 2, 433: ⽴ᴹ䶟ળ㘻θ᯲ᔙ㗟ࠗ⽴ᴹр㍺㒊⛰ᙛ◶⭕ཝ䇀ऋⲼ

ਥ䀶ҁȾ᭻᭵⋱䶟ળθӜਥ䄸⽴ᴹ䶟ળҁжつȾԀᡶ䀶㘻θ⽴ᴹ㏉☕㍺㒊рҁ䶟ળ㙂ᐨθ᭻ਥ䄸ҁ⤯㗟Ⲻ⽴ᴹ

䶟ળȾ.  
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Zhu stated that Liang was referring to the impossibility of establishing communism (gongchan zhuyi ާ
⭘ѱ㗟) in the near future, while the Tongmenghui advocated state socialism (guojia shehui zhuyi ുᇬ⽴
ᴹѱ㗟) as a specific variant of “scientific socialism” (kexue de shehui zhuyi 〇ᆮⲺ⽴ᴹѱ㗟).137 This 
could be established without major difficulties and should not be confused with utopian concepts. He 
continued by ascribing the reasons for social revolution to the “imperfections” (bu wanquan уᇂޞ) of 
the systems of socio-economic organization. These imperfections, above all the system of private property, 
resulted in the gap between rich and poor. While this gap in China had not yet reached the dimensions of 
America or European countries, the deficient system was nevertheless in place and to be overturned 
through social revolution.138 Zhu continued by specifying variants of political and social revolutions, 
depending on the subject and object of the respective revolutions.  

The subject of any political revolution is the common people; its object is the government (broadly 
understood). The subject of the social revolution are the proletarians, its object is the bourgeoisie. 
Nowadays, the meaning of the common people and the government is known to everybody. Howev-
er, haoyou and ximin have been translated from the European words ‘bourgeois’ and ‘proletarian’. It 
has to be known that their usage is somewhat different from the Chinese language expressions.139 

Zhu continued by claiming that the combination of both revolutions made sense in two cases: first, 
when a feudal leadership combined political and economic power; or, second, when the objects of 
both revolutions did not interfere. Zhu explained that the latter was the case in China, where the 
wealthy gentry differed from the Manchu government and both could be overthrown by a popular 
revolution. Zhu downplayed the importance of violence in conducting social revolution. While the 
object of political revolution, the Manchu government, had previously been vilified in the harshest 
terms, the transfer of property would be conducted gradually and in a democratic fashion. The expro-
priated families would even receive compensation.140  

While Zhu Zhixin popularized the concept of Marxist class labels in public discourse and thus 
complicated the former notion of an ethnic conflict, he was equally opposed to the view of a never-
ending class struggle. Prior to the social revolution, society was said to have consisted of different 
classes. These classes, however, would disappear as a result of a successful social revolution: “The social 
revolution uses class struggle as a means. After it has succeeded, there won’t be any economic classes 
left.”141 Social revolution was not to alienate Tongmenghui supporters with a gentry background.  

Liang Qichao offered one last criticism of the simultaneous enactment of political and social 
revolution in a rejoinder to Zhu Zhixin’s article, which strongly argued for incremental development 
rather than violent revolution.142 He characterized European class divisions as being the result of 

 

__________________________ 

137  Quoted in Zhang Zhan and Wang Renzi 1960, vol. 2, 434–435. The original source misspells the phrase as “scientifie 
socialism”.  

138  Quoted in Zhang Zhan and Wang Renzi 1960, vol. 2, 437. 
139  Quoted in Zhang Zhan and Wang Renzi 1960, vol. 2, 438: ࠗ᭵⋱䶟ળҁѱ儊⛰ᒩ≇θެᇘ儊⛰᭵ᓒδᔙ㗟εΗ⽴

ᴹ䶟ળҁѱ儊⛰㍦≇θެᇘ儊⛰䊠Ⱦᒩ≇Ƚ᭵ᓒҁ㗟θԀᰘ⛰ᡶާ௱θ㙂䊠Ƚ㍦≇㘻θԛ䆥ↆᮽ

BourgeoisθProletariansҁӂᆍθެ⭞䯉ᴿ㠽ѣുᮽ㗟⇀㘻θуਥу⸛ҕȾ Translation adapted from Bernal 1976, 
123. 

140  Cf. Zarrow 2012, 205. 
141  Quoted in Zhang and Wang 1960, vol. 2, 445. 
142  Liang Qichao 1906b, p. 332. 
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political revolution, which could be avoided by engaging in incremental reforms and thus bypassing 
radical changes altogether. He followed up with very detailed discussion of economic development 
and the disadvantages of nationalizing private plots, which was nearly incomprehensible to everyone 
but his immediate adversaries. Despite his argumentative brilliance, there was no denying the fact that 
by 1907 Liang had lost out to his radical opponents. Especially among the vastly increased number of 
Chinese students in Japan, Liang’s gradual approach was sharply rejected. The attempted founding of 
a new reformist organization in Tokyo ended with an outbreak of violence in October 1907, as radi-
cals took over the assembly and even slightly wounded Liang. He shut down his journal a month later, 
conceding that he lacked the strength to continue single-handedly coping with revolutionaries. “It is 
like a tumor and I have no more spirit.”143  

The Minbao continued to publish its views for another year, before Japanese authorities closed it 
in October 1908.144 The last year witnessed a remarkable change of focus, as the journal was taken over 
after Sun Yat-sen’s expulsion from Japan by anarchist writers such as Liu Shipei ࢿᑡฯ (1884–1919), 
who propagated anarchic revolution for a brief period under the inspiration of the Russian example.145 
The decline of public references to the concept of “revolution” witnessed after 1908 may be attributed 
in part to the closure of the leading newspapers; it also may be due to a shift to questions of “national 
essence” (guocui ു㋯) among the formerly leading exponents of the concept who feared a loss of 
Chinese cultural identity after the abolishment of the examination system.  

By late 1908, the concept of “revolution” had witnessed semantic shifts within a decade which 
had taken at least a century to unfold in case of its European counterparts. From classical associations 
with dynastic change to xenophobic nationalism and Marxist inspired definitions of social revolution, 
the term had been extended to cover an ever-wider spectrum of phenomena. “Revolution” had be-
come a thoroughly politicized concept, which the Manchu court tried in vain to suppress. While the 
Xinhai Revolution was not a citizen revolution in Chen Tianhua’s sense, the debates on “revolution” 
significantly contributed to the erosion of trust in the monarchic system. Hopes for popular sovereign-
ty and democratic rule, however, were to remain unfulfilled. 

 
Conclusion  

The article has highlighted five partly overlapping phases during which the concept of “revolution” 
experienced significant changes, and it has traced three types of semantic change (semantic irritation, 
strategic practical value, and the loss of plausibility) in relation to the concept. The first period was 
characterized by the irritation of previous semantic conventions associated with the usage of the word 
geming through Japanese and English loanwords. During the second period, reformers such as Kang 
Youwei strategically avoided the concept in order to advocate gradual changes under the leadership of 
the young emperor. After the failure of the Boxer Rebellion and the allied invasion of Beijing, the need 

 

__________________________ 

143  Bernal 1976, p. 195. 
144  Wang Jingwei ⊠㋴㺑�(1883-1944) secretly published another two issues in 1910. 
145  The anarchist writings emphasized the international dimension of the Chinese revolution, called for racial equality, and 

the underscored the priority of social over political revolution. By 1908, however, the most prominent anarchists turned 
to cultural conservatism, ending the brief discussions of anarchist revolution, cf. Li Weiwu 2011, 25–27. For an example 
of anarchist views, cf. Zhang and Wang 1960, vol. 2, 947–959. 
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for fundamental changes became increasingly obvious. Liang Qichao was the most vocal spokesman 
for combining revolution with evolutionary changes, which he termed “transformation” rather than 
“revolution.” Yet, far from losing its plausibility, the concept of “revolution” after 1903 reached unpar-
alleled importance by combining anti-Manchu sentiments with calls for national liberation. The year 
1903 is thus clearly the most significant turning point in the decade. After 1905, the concept of “revo-
lution” became increasingly politicized and was used as a means of agitation. Debates between reform-
ers and revolutionaries shifted attention from political to social revolution, with the radicals emerging 
victorious. As Liang Qichao’s friend Yang Du ᾀᓜ (1875–1931) noted in April 1907, not the best 
argument, but the argument best-suited for a general audience had been successful: “The slogan of 
‘Anti-Manchuism and Revolution,’ because it corresponds to the level of public understanding, has 
almost become an irrational religion.”146 

 During the Xinhai Revolution of 1912 the concept of “revolution” only played a minor 
role. Renewed interest began with the New Culture Movement, especially during the 1920s, when 
competing political parties relied on the concept to frame their visions of future development.147 The 
main difference to the late Qing era that should be noted concerned the influence of the Leninist party 
organization, which turned out to be much more effective in actually enforcing revolutionary policies. 
The concept of “revolution” in the second half of the 20th century in China is therefore irrevocably 
linked to attempts at utopian social engineering, which, far from resembling the official narratives of 
salvation, resulted in loss and tragedy. 
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